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ABSTRACT 

Humans engage with a variety of symbols in daily life. Perhaps the most common 

symbol form is language where we represent myriad concepts, ideas, and notions through 

strings of sounds and letters. Human communication is also facilitated through other non-

verbal symbol modalities ranging from body language/gestures (e.g., crossed arms, 

thumbs up) to objects (clothing as an indication of social status), and signs (red octagon 

means stop). Child language research has explored symbolic cognition and its emergence 

in development, but fundamental questions remain regarding symbolic thinking in 

adulthood and the impact a symbolic deficit can have on communication.  

A novel, neurologically-constrained model of symbolic representation is proposed 

and investigated which aims to addresses open challenges in exploring symbolic 

cognition. In Chapter 1, SymCog, a novel toolkit to evaluate symbolic representation is 

developed and normed in a series of three studies. This toolkit and its task, the Symbol 

Identification Task, are premised upon matching animated video depictions of abstract 

concepts to their corresponding verbal and non-verbal symbols. Results showed 

individuals can consistently match different symbol modalities (words, images) to shared 

concept animations.   

Chapter 2 assesses performance in the Symbol Identification Task in neurotypical 

adults receiving inhibitory brain stimulation [i.e., transcranial direct current stimulation 

(tDCS) of the temporoparietal junction]. Chapter 3 evaluates two cases of persons with 

aphasia (PWA) in the same task. The goal of these studies was to isolate the neurological-

constraints of the model and identify how symbol processing can be impaired. Findings 

showed reduced performance in the inhibitory stimulation group; highlighting the role of 
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the temporoparietal junction in symbol processing. Results from PWA revealed one case 

had poor performance across both word and image symbol modalities. Chapter 4 further 

investigates neurological constraints of the model in an EEG/ERP study. This study 

assessed N400 deflections during a modified Symbol Identification Task, where frontal-

central electrodes were most active.  

Taken together, these chapter findings suggested two cortical regions potentially 

support symbolic cognition, including the temporoparietal junction and left central frontal 

cortex. The results also suggest that impairments in one symbol modality (e.g., words in 

aphasia) might also present in other modalities for shared concepts. These studies offer 

insights regarding the cognitive mechanisms involved in symbolic cognition and how 

they can be impaired. With the use of contemporary tools, such as the SymCog toolkit, 

future research can better recognize the human capacity to understand and use symbols.   
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OVERALL INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 Symbols are rife in our daily lives. Natural language marks possibly the most 

prevalent and familiar symbolic system used in daily communication. Learned through 

cultural convention, words are symbols whose component letters strung together 

represent a multitude of ideas, notions, emotions, and objects (Bobbitt, 2005; Parmentier, 

2016). Numerous other symbols are also utilized in communication that rely on non-

verbal modalities (Deacon, 2011). We can relay interest and emotional states through 

body language (e.g., crossed arms, eye contact) and infer social and monetary status (e.g., 

luxury accessories, dresses, suits) without any words at all. With such a multitude of 

symbolic mediums, proficiency in flexible symbol use and understanding is often vital to 

support daily communication (Deacon, 1998). Yet, we have only a limited understanding 

of the cognitive mechanisms that support symbolic representation and how they facilitate 

communication. 

 Semiotics, or the study of symbols, refers to the study of signs as referents to 

absent entities (Bobbitt, 2005; Deacon, 2011; Parmentier, 2016). One of the first semiotic 

theories comes from Ferdinand de Saussure who aimed to identify the necessary 

constituents that must be present in any semiotic relationship. Saussure asserted that two 

components are necessary in a sign relationship: the signifier (i.e., the sign) and the 

signified (i.e., the meaning of the sign) (Parmentier, 2016). Charles Peirce further 

specified this relationship through a triadic framework. Peirce claimed a semiotic 

relationship requires a sign vehicle (i.e., the sign itself), a sign object (i.e., the concept 

being signified), and an interpretant (i.e., mapping between the two) (Bobbitt, 2005). 

Following Peirce’s triadic model, any relationship between a symbol and a concept can 
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be modeled. In order to understand the word, ‘dog’, an individual must recognize the 

symbol and understand that its referent is a four-legged, furry, barking animal. Non-

verbal symbols also adhere to this framework. Understanding a peace symbol requires a 

person to reference a unified concept of antiwar/freedom/tranquility. In both verbal and 

non-verbal relationships successful processing relies on mapping between symbols and 

referent knowledge. 

The emergence of symbol mapping has received targeted investigation in child 

language research. Emergent symbolic mapping is a developmental skill that refers to the 

ability to engage in flexible referential learning for unknown arbitrary signs (e.g., 

typically words and objects) (Dorffner, 1992; McIlvane et al., 1988; Wilkinson et al., 

1996). As children achieve a sufficient enough vocabulary, they develop an ability to 

think ‘symbolically’. In other words, children implicitly understand that language is a 

system of identification and description, where new and unfamiliar words can be 

understood using currently known words and concepts (Rączaszek-Leonardi et al., 2018; 

Wilkinson et al., 1996). Early empirical support for emergent symbolic mapping comes 

from McIlvane et al. (1988; 1996) studies of fast mapping for unknown stimuli in two- 

and three-year-old children. Children were presented with three line drawings (e.g., dog, 

house, tree) and were requested to point to each when they heard the appropriate label. A 

later trial would include an unfamiliar object and nonword in place of a known stimuli 

(e.g., pafe, tree, house). Children consistently attributed the nonword to unfamiliar 

objects, and in later naming trials, spontaneously provided the nonword as the label for 

the unfamiliar object. It was argued that this “odd-man-out strategy” was an indication 

for the emergence of symbol mapping. The emergence of symbolic mapping is thought to 
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support hierarchical categorization in language (e.g., dogs are pets and dogs are animals; 

thus if cats are pets, they are animals) (Dorffner, 1992), and the comprehension of 

previously unknown language (Wilkinson et al., 1996). While these investigations 

illustrate the requisite skills to develop symbolic representation, the role of symbolic 

representation in adults is not well understood. Further, how symbolic representation can 

be disrupted and impair communication remains relatively unknown. 

Aphasiologist, Kurt Goldstein, provides a foundational exploration in symbolic 

representation in adults with his study of the ‘abstract attitude’ (Goldstein, 1936). Patients 

performed a ‘stick task’, which required them to hold specific stick configurations in 

memory (e.g., arranged in the shape of a house). Patients could not produce the 

configuration if they did not initially recognize the configurations as symbols for objects. 

Goldstein suggested their inability to name or produce configurations comes from a 

reliance on the ‘concrete attitude’, where patients are only able to process based on literal 

or external forms (i.e., memorizing the specific placement of numerous sticks).  

Goldstein believed that disturbances in language performance could be secondary 

to a more general deficit in cognition. (Noppeney & Wallesch, 2000). This position has 

been focally explored in persons with aphasia (PWA), where the inability to use and 

communicate with language is a hallmark impairment (Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 

1999; Schwartz et al., 2006). One line of research has suggested a symbolic impairment 

(i.e., asymbolia) could underlie language difficulties experienced in PWA (Cicone et al., 

1979; Coelho & Duffy, 1987; Duffy et al., 1975; Duffy & Buck, 1979; Goldenberg et al., 

2003; Thorburn et al., 1995). Upon this view, impairments using and processing multiple 

symbol modalities (e.g., words, gestures) are thought to reflect a central impairment in 
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symbolic cognition. One early empirical investigation of asymbolia in PWA comes from 

Pickett (1974), who demonstrated that gesture performance was strongly related to 

severity of language impairments. In this experiment, patients were required to use and 

comprehend various pantomime gestures (e.g., downward swinging arm with hand 

gripped reflects the object, hammer). Gesture capability was correlated with Porch Index 

of Communicative Ability (PICA) (Porch, 1967) scores across 28 aphasia patients. Duffy 

et al. (1975) further explored the notion of a relationship between gesture and language 

by evaluating pantomime recognition, verbal recognition, and naming in aphasia patients 

and right-hemisphere damaged patients who had no history of aphasia. PWA performed 

significantly lower on all three measures compared to the right-hemisphere group. 

Performance was again correlated with PICA scores. Based on these results and a series 

of related experiments (Duffy & Buck, 1979; Duffy & Duffy, 1981), Duffy and 

colleagues proposed a central symbolic disorder theory where language deficits following 

left brain damage reflect a disorder in general symbolic thinking. Confirmatory evidence 

for this theory was provided by Cicone et al. (1979) who found that gesture deficits in 

output vs. input mirrored speech performance. That is, patients with Broca’s aphasia had 

greater difficulty producing gestures, while Wernicke’s aphasia patients had more 

profound impairments in comprehending gestures. A central symbolic theory has also 

garnered support from studies observing a linear relationship between language and other 

symbolic deficits, where an increase in aphasia severity is met with comparably 

diminished performance in learning manual sign language (Coelho & Duffy, 1987).  

There have been challenges to a central symbolic theory from various studies 

finding dissociations between language performance and other referential processes. For 
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example, Seron et al. (1979) found pantomime recognition was related to reading 

abilities, but not overall aphasia severity, and Varney (1982) found similar relationships 

between pantomime and reading comprehension, but these deficits were not correlated 

with sound recognition or visual naming. These authors suggested aphasia is better 

characterized as a language-only impairment.  

 

Challenges in Evaluating Symbolic Representation 

Conflicting perspectives on the nature of symbolic cognition in aphasia highlight 

the many challenges in evaluating symbolic representation. One challenge relates to the 

motoric demand of different forms of communication. For example, research has shown 

some patients with aphasia present with co-occuring ideomotor apraxia (i.e., inability to 

perform pantomimes/gestures) (Goldenberg & Randerath, 2015). As such, poor 

performance in using and recognizing gestures could stem from a fundamentally different 

impairment than aphasia. In order to identify asymbolia in a population, testing should 

employ similar motoric demand across disparate symbol modalties. 

Another challenge is disentangling lower level cognitive processes that could 

support matching symbols in tasks, such as paired associate learning (PAL). PAL refers 

to the broad process of learning correspondence between stimulus pairs (Litt & Nation, 

2014). Put simply, it refers to the capacity to understand that two things “go together”. 

The ability to develop sound-symbol and object-symbol correspondence requires intact 

PAL mechanisms (Gang & Siegel, 2002; Richardson & Lyytinen, 2014). PAL supports 

the ability to make associations between sounds and letters, and words and objects in the 

world.  We can learn a football helmet and oblong ball are related provided we have 
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experienced these items together, similar to associations between food and a dinner bell 

(Pavlov, 2010). Symbolic representation, however, compels an individual to recognize 

that a word or object refers to an underlying concept (Deacon, 1998), not an individual 

object. In tasks where participants match stimuli pairs (e.g., word-picture matching), it 

can be difficult to discern what cognitive strategy individuals are leveraging to draw 

relationships between stimuli. The ability to match a downward-swinging-arm gesture 

and the word “hammer’ could be supported by paired association (an individual has seen 

them together) or symbolic representation (these symbols refer to shared concept, 

hammer). Using novel stimuli in a task could reduce an individual’s ability to use paired 

association in identfying pairs. If an individual must rely on internal representions to 

recognize a stimulus, as in Goldstein’s stick task (Goldstein, 1936), they are more 

compelled to rely on symbolic representation.    

A final challenge in evaluating symbolic cognition is determining a theoretical 

structure to guide empirical testing. To evaluate symbolic cognition and identify 

disorders such as asymbolia, it is essential to first operationalize a mechanism that lends 

itself to empirical investigation. Here, a novel, neurologically-constrained model of 

symbolic representation is offered to explore cognitive mechanisms involved in symbolic 

cognition. This model is adapted from the Piercian trichotomy of symbols, referent 

concepts, and referent-symbol mapping and assumes symbols and their referents are 

stored in neuroanatomically distinct regions of the brain. Disparate storage of semantic 

knowledge and symbolic referents is well-established in cognitive neuroscience, where 

certain populations present with focal reductions in either concept knowledge or a 

particular symbol modality (e.g., words in aphasia). Current models of semantic memory 
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propose a central semantic hub for concept knowledge in the anterior temporal lobe 

(ATL) (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Reilly et al., 2016). These models have garnered 

support from studies of semantic dementia and semantic variant Primary Progressive 

Aphasia where individuals experience multimodal impairments in concept knowledge 

and predominant degradation of the ATL (Acosta-Cabronero et al., 2011; Gorno-Tempini 

et al., 2011; Mummery et al., 2000). Here, lost concepts are defined by an inability to be 

named, described, or drawn from memory (Bozeat et al., 2003; Lambon Ralph et al., 

1999). fMRI investigations have pointed to various localized regions of the brain for 

certain symbolic modalities. For example, processing of words has been linked to the 

visual word form area in the left fusiform gyrus (Cohen et al., 2000; Stevens et al., 2017), 

gestures in the inferior frontal gyrus (Wolf et al., 2018), and numbers/digits in the parietal 

lobe (Dehaene et al., 2003; Fehr et al., 2007; Menon et al., 2000). How these signs are 

integrated and mapped to our semantic system and achieve meaning remains largely 

unknown. The proposed model suggests referent-symbol mapping relies on the 

temporoparietal junction (TPJ), where signs are integrated into the semantic system to 

attain meaning. In this view, the TPJ and related areas like the angular gyrus support the 

integration of signs as meaningful symbols across symbolic modalities.  

The neural architecture of the TPJ is uniquely poised to perform multimodal 

feature integration. Specifically, the angular gyrus has dense white matter connectivity 

with various sensory domains and language areas (Bonner et al., 2013) and is commonly 

activated across many semantic domains (Binder et al., 2009). In behavioral studies, the 

TPJ has been implicated in tasks requiring integration of language with the semantic 

system. For example, processing meaningful word combinations (e.g., plaid + jacket) vs. 
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non-meaningful combinations (e.g., moss + pony) combinations results in increased 

functional activation in the angular gyrus (Price et al., 2015). Processing of other symbol 

modalities has also been associated with the TPJ, where familiar symbols [Arabic 

numerals (e.g., 1,4)] evoke increased activation of the angular gyrus relative to unfamiliar 

symbols (Price & Ansari, 2011). Here, authors suggest activation of the angular gyrus 

with longer trial durations may reflect the search for semantic meaning in digits. Other 

work has even proposed the angular gyrus is involved in searching for semantics in any 

visual stimulus, such as words and pictures (Seghier et al., 2010).   

 

Addressing the Challenges: The Current Studies 

Four studies are described here which leverage this model in conjunction with a 

task constructed to mitigate motoric demand and reliance on paired association. Chapter 

1 details the development and norming process for an open-source toolkit designed to 

assess symbolic knowledge. This toolkit, and its task, the Symbol Identification Task, are 

premised upon matching novel animated video depictions of abstract concepts to their 

corresponding verbal and non-verbal symbols. Animations include simple geometric 

shapes (e.g., filled circles, squares) moving in semantically meaningful ways. For 

example, a rectangle bending under the implied weight of a large square denotes 

‘heaviness’. Novel stimuli are utilized to reduce reliance on paired associations between 

stimuli pairs. Computer-based presentation and simple mouse-click selections of matches 

are implemented to diminish motor demand. In Chapter 2, symbolic cognition and its 

impairments are examined in neurotypical adults. Using the Symbol Identification Task, 

the role of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) is investigated as participants undergo 
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inhibitory brain stimulation (i.e., transcranial direct current stimulation) of the TPJ. In 

Chapter 3, the possibility of a multimodal symbolic deficit is examined in aphasia where 

task performance in two cases of PWA is compared to a group of age-matched controls. 

Chapter 4, focally investigates the neurological constraints of the model by characterizing 

spatial-temporal correlates of referent-symbol mapping in an EEG/ERP study in 

neurotypical adults.       

The proposed model suggests symbols (e.g., words, images) and their referents 

(i.e., semantic knowledge) are represented in disparate regions of the human brain, and 

the TPJ supports referent-symbol mapping. Chapters 2 and 4 examine the process of 

referent-symbol mapping. Specifically, the role of the TPJ is assessed in relating various 

symbol modalities (e.g., words, images) to underlying concept knowledge. How symbolic 

cognition can be impaired (i.e., asymbolia) and inhibit communication is underdefined. 

With distinct cortical representation for symbols and semantic knowledge, asymbolia 

should present across symbol modalities (e.g., words, images) while semantic knowledge 

remains intact. Chapter 3 investigates this position in PWA. A better understanding of 

symbolic cognition and its impairment may lead to a deeper understanding of the etiology 

of specific forms of aphasia, and other communication disorders. 
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CHAPTER 1 

SYMCOG: AN OPEN SOURCE TOOLKIT FOR ASSESSING HUMAN 

SYMBOLIC COGNITION 

 

Abstract 

      Symbol systems have a profound influence on human behavior, spanning 

countless modalities such as natural language, clothing styles, monetary systems, and 

gestural conventions (e.g., handshaking). Selective impairments in understanding and 

manipulating symbols are collectively known as asymbolia. Here we address open 

questions about the nature of asymbolia in the context of both historical and 

contemporary approaches to human symbolic cognition. We describe a tripartite 

perspective on symbolic cognition premised upon: 1) mental representation of a concept; 

2) a stored pool of symbols segregated from their respective referents; 3) fast and 

accurate mapping between concepts and symbols.  We present an open-source toolkit for 

assessing symbolic knowledge premised upon matching animated video depictions of 

abstract concepts to their corresponding verbal and non-verbal symbols.  Animations 

include simple geometric shapes (e.g., filled circles, squares) moving in semantically 

meaningful ways.  For example, a rectangle bending under the implied weight of a large 

square denotes ‘heaviness’.  We report normative data for matching words and images to 

these target animations. In a second norming study, participants rated target animations 

across a range of semantic dimensions (e.g., valence, dominance). In a third study, we 

normed a set of concepts familiar to American English speakers but lacking verbal labels 

(e.g., the feeling of a Sunday evening).  We describe how these tools may be used to 
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assess human symbolic processing and identify asymbolic deficits across the span of 

human development. 

 

Introduction 

Natural language reflects perhaps the most familiar and intuitive example of a 

symbolic system in our daily lives.i Words are symbols whose constituent phonemes 

together represent objects, emotions, and ideas assigned through cultural convention 

(Saussure, 1916). Countless other symbol systems govern our behavior, social 

hierarchies, and communication.  For example, styles of dressing often signify wealth, in-

group status, and social identity. Other non-verbal behaviors (e.g., direct eye contact, 

giving someone the middle finger) mark social dominance or aggression.  Green slips of 

paper are routinely exchanged for goods and services as a token of value, and we are 

even sensitive to the presence of a red and white octagon as a marker for when to stop our 

cars at intersections.  Knowledge and competency with the symbol system of a particular 

culture is often essential for navigating daily life. 

One might be tempted to conceptualize symbols in terms of a system that exists 

exclusively ‘out there’.  For example, words are symbols that are imposed on us during 

early childhood. Symbolic cognition, in contrast, situates symbol processing squarely 

within the human brain.  That is, much of human cognition relies on a calculus of 

symbols for representing remote ideas. The extent to which symbolic representation (X-

symbol represents Y-concept) mediates cognition remains one of the most controversial 

                                                 

i Pierce described a symbol as something present that stands for something absent 
(Bobbitt, 2005). 
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topics in neuroscience and the philosophy of mind.  Neuropsychological deficits in the 

capacity to use, represent, or understand symbols are collectively known as ‘asymbolia’ 

(Duffy & Liles, 1979; Varney, 1978).   

 Figure 1-1 illustrates historical trends in empirical research on symbolic 

cognition beginning with asymbolia in the late nineteenth century (Duffy & Liles, 1979; 

Parmentier, 2016). Much of our early understanding of symbolic cognition was derived 

from related disciplines such as semiotics within the purview of philosophy and 

linguistics.  More recent investigations have integrated findings from artificial 

intelligence, consciousness, and cognitive neuroscience (Deacon, 2011; Deacon et al., 

1996; Garcez et al., 2019; Savchenko et al., 2020). Despite the crucial importance of 

symbolic processing in language and cognition, much remains to be learned about how 

symbols are represented and linked with concepts within the human brain.   
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Figure 1-1. Symbolic Cognition Search Terms since 1947. 

Shows average word usage by year since 1947. Y-axis shows 

citation count from PubMed. This figure highlights trends in 

word usage for symbol-based search terms. While other terms 

show increased counts over time [likely as a function of 

exponential growth in annual PubMed publications (PubMed 

total in 1945: 20,513; PubMed total in 2021: 1,769,461)], 

‘asymbolia’ remains relatively low and unchanged.  
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A Brief History of Symbols 

Swiss Linguist, Ferdinand de Saussure, offered one of the earliest theories of 

symbolic representation in his description of bi-directional sign relationships (Saussure, 

1916). That is, any symbolic relationship depends on both a signifier, such as a word or 

icon, and something to be signified (i.e., some idea or meaning) (Bobbitt, 2005; 

Parmentier, 2016). Some symbols achieve meaning through physical similarity to their 

referent (e.g., icons). Others can be linked to an underlying meaning through more 

arbitrary relationships. Our ability to understand a symbol like a word or ‘peace symbol’ 

does not rely on physical similarity between the symbol and exemplar. Instead, these 

relationships are understood through convention. We are taught (either implicitly or 

explicitly) to link these signs and signifiers (Deacon, 2011). Across all symbolic 

relationships an individual is required to recognize that signs are representations for some 

underlying meaning.  

In the 20th century some scientists adopted this general framework to explore 

symbolic representation in humans and non-human primates. Ethologists studied the 

communication patterns and emergence of symbol knowledge in primates. An early 

example comes from authors Hayes & Hayes (1953) who studied picture and object 

symbol use in, Viki, the chimpanzee. Other work has evaluated the use of naturalistic 

symbolic communication, such as using predator calls in vervet monkeys (Seyfarth et al., 

1980) and arbitrary symbol use (random icons) representing food and drink rewards for 

chimpanzees (Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986). In many cases, primates are able to acquire 

simple paired associations (e.g., ‘cup’ picture = give cup). Unlike human toddlers, 
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however, non-human primates tend to show little generalization to other communicative 

contexts (Deacon, 1998).  

Developmental psychologists have investigated the shift from referential to 

symbolic learning with attention to symbolic play (Geraghty et al., 2014; Namy et al., 

2004).  A child demonstrates flexible symbolic reasoning when they are able to pretend 

or use objects as representations for remote items (e.g., holding a wooden block to your 

ear to emulate a telephone). As children are able to engage in ‘substitution’ behavior, 

they learn to segregate object and meaning (Vygotsky, 1967). It is thought that as 

children move from representing objects with other physically similar objects, to 

pretending without any object present at all, they are able to achieve symbolic thinking 

(Bruner, 1964; Werner & Kaplan, 1963).  

The trajectory of symbolic cognition and its maturity during early adulthood is not 

well-understood. As such, developmental scientists have elucidated the acquisition of 

symbolic processing during early childhood, but we must look to research at the other 

end of the lifespan (i.e., older adults with aphasia) for further evidence.  The 

aphasiologist, Kurt Goldstein hypothesized that asymbolia might underlie some of the 

language deficits observed in aphasia. Goldstein explored brain-injured patients’ ability 

engage in abstraction of objects (referred to as the ‘abstract attitude’) (Goldstein, 1948). 

Goldstein noted that in a ‘stick task’, which required patients to hold specific stick 

configurations in memory (e.g., arranged in the shape of a house), patients could not 

produce the configuration if they did not initially recognize the configurations as symbols 

for objects (Goldstein, 1936).  
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Asymbolia has also been cited in cross-modality investigations of symbol use 

(e.g., word-to-picture matching). Using a cross-modality approach has been utilized to 

circumvent reliance on language tasks. Here, when individuals could not process 

symbolic relations across modalities (e.g., words and gestures), researchers were able to 

more confidently diagnose a symbolic impairment. Previous studies have followed this 

approach [see (Cicone et al., 1979; Coelho & Duffy, 1987; Duffy et al., 1975; Duffy & 

Buck, 1979; Duffy & Duffy, 1981; Pickett, 1974)] but the use of gesture performance as 

a corrolary measure to language performance has its own shortcoming. For example, 

research has shown some patients with aphasia present with co-occuring ideomotor 

apraxia (i.e., inability to perform pantomimes/gestures) (Goldenberg & Randerath, 2015). 

In order to characterize an individual with a symbolic deficit, a task should rely on cross-

modality confirmation with relatively limited verbal and motoric demand. 

In order to evaluate symbolic cognition and identify disorders such as asymbolia, 

it is crucial to first operationalize a mechanism that lends itself to empirical testing. We 

hypothesize that symbolic cognition is composed of three dissociable processes: 1) a 

stored pool of symbols (e.g., verbal labels, icons); 2) a stored pool of corresponding 

object concepts; 3) a rapid and efficient mapping process between symbols and concepts.  

A Paradigm to Investigate Symbolic Representation 

A longstanding challenge for cognitive neuropsychology has involved developing 

a reliable assessment of asymbolia. Attempts to assess symbolic cognition that have been 

used across different disciplines vary widely in their approach. Studies with nonhuman 

primates have relied on analysis of gesture and primates’ use of lexigram keyboards 
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consisting of written visual symbols (Lyn, 2007; Savage-Rumbaugh, 1986). Comparative 

and developmental psychologists have used young childrens’ play with symbolic objects 

and artifacts including dolls and scale models, as well as drawing tasks (DeLoache, 1995, 

2004; Rakoczy et al., 2005). Even among tasks developed by cognitive psychologists for 

adults, there is variance that arises in part from differing definitions of what constitutes a 

symbol or symbolic relation. For example, researchers interested in symbolic thought as 

it relates to creativity have used assessments such as Barron’s Symbol Equivalence Test 

(Barron, 1988) in which participants are prompted with a description of a ‘symbolic 

image’ such as “Tall trees in the middle of a field” and are required to generate verbal 

descriptions of alternative metaphoric images; while this type of metaphorical thinking 

may be dependent on cognitive abilities underlying symbolic thought such as abstraction, 

it is not sensitive enough to capture other relevant components of symbolic cognition. 

Similarly, tasks using symbols have been widely applied in studies of core geometric 

knowledge that involve simple maps (Dehaene et al., 2006; Shusterman et al., 2008), but 

would not be sufficient to evaluate asymbolia. In contrast to these approaches, this toolkit 

offers a means of testing the specific proposed relationships between symbol, concept, 

and symbol-to-concept mapping. 

An impairment for naming an apple, for example, might stem from degradation of 

the concept of apples as is common in semantic dementia or the semantic variant of 

primary progressive aphasia (svPPA) (Bozeat et al., 2003; G. Humphreys & Riddoch, 

2003; Reilly et al., 2011, 2020; Ungrady et al., 2019).  In contrast, brain damage may also 

selectively impact symbols (e.g., word forms) in disorders such as pure anomia 

(Antonucci et al., 2004; McCarthy & Kartsounis, 2000). A global impairment of symbol 
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integration would result in the inability to map multiple symbol modalities (e.g., verbal, 

non-verbal) to their corresponding referents. A patient with global  asymbolia should 

present with comparable impairment across all representational modalities.  

Here we describe a novel experimental paradigm for evaluating components of 

symbolic cognition across verbal and non-verbal symbol modalities. Participants match 

novel concept animations to semantically-matched symbols in the form of words and 

images. Heider and Simmel (1944b) demonstrated the capacity for simple animations 

depicting moving shapes to carry meaning in viewers. Their animation involved a large 

triangle moving toward a small triangle and small circle. Viewers described the 

movements of shapes as purposeful by attributing various social-emotional dynamics to 

shapes (e.g., cautious, fear, bully, timid). Having participants match words and images to 

a concept animation supports a cross-modality investigation of symbolic representation. 

This task also requires very little motor demand (aside from a button press). We also 

offer an investigation of semantic-dimensionality (e.g., valence, sociality, dominance) to 

better understand the semantic underpinnings of our animation set. 

Study 1: Development and Norming of Animation, Word, and Image Stimuli 

Method 

Overview 

From crowdsourced survey data, we established normative ratings across multiple 

visual and semantic dimensions for a series of animations, images, and word stimuli. We 

first created 35 animations designed to illustrate specific abstract concepts (e.g., freedom, 

rising). We then selected verbal (e.g., words) and non-verbal (e.g., images) symbols as 

conceptual matches and foils for the animations. Each animation was matched with one 
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target and three foils resulting in a set of 140 words and 140 images. Norms were 

collected on sensory dimensions (e.g., visual complexity) and name agreement between 

animations and symbols (e.g., animation-image, animation-word pairs) to facilitate 

matching between conditions. The objective of study 1 was to create and norm a set of 

visual stimuli to evaluate symbolic cognition across symbol modalities (i.e., words, 

images). The resulting stimuli and task from this study are designed to assess individual’s 

ability to identify various symbols for shared concepts (in the form of novel animations).  

 

Stimuli 

Concept animations were created that consisted of simple shapes moving about 

that represented abstract concepts.  Each animation was designed to convey a novel 

illustration of an abstract concept (e.g. heavy, rise, rejection) where meaning could be 

attributed to the shapes and their varying activity. The majority of animations (N=30) 

were created as “concept pairs” where two animations represented the same concept 

through different patterns of visual activity. For example, two animations illustrate the 

concept ‘multiply’ but show unique shape movement. Paired animations are included to 

provide multiple contexts to evaluate an individual concept. A smaller number of 

concepts were represented by only one animation (N=5). This results in 20 different 

concept exemplars across 35 animations.  Each animation was 5 s long.  

Symbol stimuli consist of 140 images and 140 words where four images and four 

words were paired with a single animation. The four images/words were selected such 

that each animation had: (1) a semantic target; (2) a semantically-related (to animation) 

foil; (3) a visually-related (to animation) foil; and (4) an unrelated foil. Word and image 
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stimuli were generated using language databases, author consensus, and survey data with 

the following procedures:  

All images were selected from the Noun Project (Noun Project), a web resource 

comprised of a collection of more than 2 million curated icons. Authors chose target 

images with the goal of selecting images that represent the same concept depicted in 

animations. Foils were chosen based on shared non-symbolic relationships to animations 

[excluding unrelated foils, which did not share any relationship (i.e. semantic or visual) 

with the animation]. Differentiating criteria for each condition were as follows:  

Image Targets: An image was considered a conceptual match of the animation if 

the image was (1) a sign for the action depicted in the animation (e.g. division sign for 

Divide animation), OR (2) depicted the action illustrated in the animation (e.g., arrow 

pointing up image for Rising animation, OR (3) depicted an object used to execute the 

action of the animation (e.g. vacuum image for Consume animation).   

Image Semantic Foils: An image was considered semantically-related to the 

animation if the image did not fit the criteria for a match and was/could be (1) a by-

product or result of the action illustrated in the animation (e.g. hurt image for fall 

animation), OR (2) a recipient of the action illustrated in the animation (e.g. police image 

for violence animation), OR (3) a descriptive attribute of the animation (friendly image 

for Competition animation)  

Image Visual Foils: An image was considered visually-similar to the animation if 

the image had at least one physical attribute matching the animation or resembled an 

object that the animation appeared to portray (e.g., same shape, angle, suggested 
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movement), but did not share any of the semantic relationships of target or semantic foil 

images. 

Image Unrelated Foils: An image was considered unrelated to the animation if the 

image did not meet the criteria for any of the above.   

Words were selected using a combination of crowdsourced survey and database 

data. Criteria for each condition is as follows:    

Word Targets: Target words were generated from survey data collected with 

Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants (N=53) were asked to observe each animation 

and provide one word representing the activity in the animation (see Data Collection 

Procedure below). The response with the highest frequency across participants was 

considered a target. To identify additional target options for each animation we used 

WordNet, an online lexical database used to quantify semantic relationships between 

words. The online interface of WordNet::Similarity was used to determine relatedness of 

other words (Pedersen et al., 2004) to the highest frequency participant response. 

Relatedness here was measured using pairwise path length, a metric reflecting the 

shortest possible path between two words in a set of synonyms. Words with a path length 

of 1, the highest possible relatedness value, were added as further targets. If this 

procedure did not yield three targets (i.e., <2 words had a path length of 1 to the initial 

target), the response with the second-highest frequency from the Mechanical Turk data 

was considered and the same similarity procedure in WordNet was implemented. Using 

WordNet norms provided authors an opportunity to select additional potential targets 

following a quantitative, data-driven approach. After three potential targets were 

determined for each concept animation, authors selected one target per animation. For 
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paired animations (e.g., shelter1, shelter2) authors chose the two targets that were most 

related. For example, shelter1 target options were rain, shelter, and protection and 

shelter2 targets were hide, shoot, and cover. Shelter and cover were chosen as the 

respective targets, as they had the highest similarity. For non-paired animations (e.g., 

chaos), the highest frequency word from participants was selected.  

Word Semantic Foils: Authors generated semantic foil words using the University 

of Southern Florida (USF) free association norms (Nelson et al., 2004). Words were 

chosen that were not a synonym or antonym of targets. If the USF free association norms 

did not yield an appropriate word for a given concept animation, a word was generated 

via consensus of the authors following the differentiating criteria described above (See 

Images: Semantic Foils)  

Word Visual Foils: Visual foils were chosen via author consensus by selecting a 

word describing a physical feature of the animation unrelated to the semantic context 

(e.g., triangle, spin) or an object similar to physical shapes presented in the animation 

(e.g., a line near a rectangle looked similar to a flag).   

Word Unrelated Foils: Unrelated foils were pulled from the SUBTLEX database 

of word frequency in American English (Brysbaert & New, 2009) by making a 

pseudorandomized list of words matched in letter length to target words (M=5.34, 

range=3-14) with a minimum frequency threshold of 100.  

 

Participants  

A total of 294 individuals participated in six surveys [M=49 (SD=7.8) participants 

per survey] using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk Platform. Each survey targeted different 
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dimensions of animation, image, and word stimuli. All participants were English 

speaking from birth with a high school degree (or GED equivalent). All participants were 

at least 18 years of age (M=36.8, range=20-69). 182 males and 112 females participated 

in surveys with a mean M/F ratio of 1.6:1. There were no statistically significant 

differences between surveys in participant age as determined by one-way ANOVA 

[F(1,290)=.701, p=.4]. Participants all had master-level experience designation as 

provided by Amazon. Participants were compensated $10/hr for participation. 

Participants spent an average of 34.26 minutes to complete a survey which included 

415.02 ratings on average.    

 

Data Collection Procedure  

We utilized Qualtrics Survey software to evaluate our animation, image, and word 

stimuli on a series of dimensions across six surveys. After providing informed consent, 

participants observed an instructions screen that explained they would be asked to answer 

questions about a set of picture symbols, short animations, or words. Instructions further 

stated that some questions would ask them to consider “what they mean” while others 

questions would ask them to consider “how they look”. Table 1-1 provides each prompt 

used for each dimension assessed per modality (i.e., image, word). The instructions 

specified that participants should not spend too long answering questions and should rely 

on their initial instincts. Responses were provided on a five-point Likert scale where 1 

indicated the least (e.g., not at all, not well) and 5 indicated the most (e.g., very complex, 

very much, very well). ‘Semantic Agreement’ for words was open ended (one, single 

word response).  
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Table 1-1. Corpus Stimuli, Dimensions, and Prompts 

Stimuli Type Dimension Survey Prompt 

Image Visual Complexity How visually complex is this symbol? 

Semantic Agreement 
(with animation) 

How well do the animation and symbol represent 
the same concept? 

Visual Similarity (to 
animation) 

How visually similar are the animation and the 
symbol? 

Word Semantic Agreement 
(with animation) 

What word best represents the meaning of this 
animation? 

 

Data Norming Procedures  

Word and image stimuli were evaluated to ensure conditions (i.e., targets, foils) 

did not differ on low-level visual features. Ratings of visual complexity were evaluated 

using a one-way ANOVA, which revealed no significant differences between image 

conditions [F(3,136)=1.66, p=.18]. A one-way ANOVA of word length showed no 

significant differences in number of letters between conditions [F(3,136)=1.93, p=.13]. 

 

Results 

 We calculated summary statistics for all conditions (i.e., target, foils) in each 

symbol modality (i.e., words, images). Table 1-3 and 1-4 present all resulting stimuli (or 

descriptions of stimuli for images) with relevant statistics. For words, mean name 

agreement is the highest frequency word count collapsed across all participants and target 

words. To convert to a percentage, the count was divided by the number of participants 

(N=53) who took the survey. For images, mean name agreement and mean visual 

similarity are the average participant rating (1-5 Likert scale) collapsed across images. 

Visual similarity refers to similarity between animation and image pairs. A one-way 

ANOVA of visual similarity by condition revealed significant differences between the 

four conditions [F(3,136)=45.18, p<.001] where visual foils achieved the highest visual 
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similarity to animations (M=3.13, SD=.53) followed by targets (M=2.98, SD=.71), 

semantic foils (M=2.14, SD=.44), and unrelated foils (M=1.86, SD=.48). Table 1-2 

shows Post-Hoc analyses with Bonferroni correction.  

Table 1-2. Visual Similarity Contrasts between Image Conditions 

Contrast Means Test 
Statistic 
(t) 

Effect Size 
(Cohen’s d) 

Target vs 
Semantic Foil*** 

Target (2.98), Semantic Foil 
(2.14) 

-5.93 -1.42 

Unrelated Foil vs. 
Semantic Foil 

Unrelated Foil (1.86), 
Semantic Foil (2.14) 

2.52 0.60 

Visual Foil vs. 
Semantic Foil*** 

Visual Foil (3.13), Semantic 
Foil (2.14) 

-8.53 -2.05 

Unrelated Foil vs. 
Target*** 

Unrelated Foil (1.86), Target 
(2.98) 

7.72 1.84 

Visual Foil vs. 
Target 

Visual Foil (3.13), Target 
(2.98) 

-1.00 -0.24 

Visual Foil vs. 
Unrelated Foil*** 

Visual Foil (3.13), Unrelated 
Foil (1.86) 

-10.57 -2.52 

Note: ***p<.001 
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Table 1-3. Animation and Word Pairings 

Animation ID Target 1 Semantic 
Foil 

Visual Foil Unrelated 
Foil 

acceptance1 join offer flower cost 

acceptance2 join gift caterpillar escape 

change1 morph clothes square keeper 

change2 transform tire post grind 

chaos1 chaos fire shape candle 

competition1 competition enemy circle retrieve 

competition2 competition sneaker line windy 

confinement1 trap small walk mustache 

consume1 consume full little throw 

consume2 consume clean dots reflect 

division1 divide candy bar triangle tribune 

division2 divide turkey candy diplomacy 

equality1 exchange anger bracelet redemption 

equality2 copy protest cone depend 

exchange1 exchange call blocks blade 

excrete1 spitting cup pebble come 

falling1 fall hurt bug baloney 

falling2 fall royalty round insert 

freedom1 escape fighter stamp deal 

heavy1 bend metal smile stitch 

heavy2 squash dark lamp paint 

multiply1 multiply school six swung 

multiply2 multiply quick flag worship 

order1 group judge stars consider 

order2 organize food sharp freshman 

rejection1 block throw necklace hesitate 

rejection2 reject nerd line elk 

rising1 rise sunny angle geese 

rising2 rise flag black scientist 

shelter1 shelter bomb arrow finger 

shelter2 shelter homeless claw kept 

transportation1 transport camera grey take 

transportation2 transport luggage motion businessman 

violence1 chase pain piece pack 

violence2 destroy police moon gamma 

Note: ‘Animation ID’ is name provided by authors. ‘Targets’ are those 
provided by survey participants.  
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Table 1-4. Animation and Image Pairings 

Animation ID Target  Semantic Foil Visual Foil Unrelated Foil 

acceptance1 
two people shaking 

hands happy face necklace shoes 

acceptance2 
two people holdings 

hands gift bridge tree 

change1 insect in cocoon fast moving clock pillow calculator 

change2 arrow changing shape tv vertical lines desk tray 

chaos1 confetti flying  wild tiger multiple shapes triangles 

competition1 
three individuals on 

medal podium three coins volume mixer stick 

competition2 
three people crossing 

finish line sneaker lollipop cup 

confinement1 person in jail cell mouse soccer field 

hand pressing 

button 

consume1 mop weight scale 

ping pong paddle 

and ball hair dryer blowing 

consume2 vacuum mess grid camera 

division1 pie chart candy bar camera lens horizontal lines 

division2 
rectangle breaking in 

pieces two on die Window  cracked screen 

equality1 
two shapes trading 

locations mixing bowl two kebabs moon 

equality2 equal sign Measuring tape fence refrigerator 

exchange1 
individual giving 

money for product 

number pad on 

phone stack of shapes picture frame 

excrete1 pouring kettle empty box speech bubble boiling water 

falling1 
person dropping phone 

on ground hurt knee battery drawer 

falling2 down-pointing arrow royalty figure marbles construction hat 

freedom1 an unlocked lock people fighting clothing tag bubbling beaker 

heavy1 anvil 

person stuck in 

hole banana knotted rope 

heavy2 obese figure Band aid unicycle kettle 

multiply1 
A circle pointing to 

three circles complex maze car pedals cog 

multiply2 increasing volume sign quick movement square) lightning bolt 

order1 shapes in groups calm meditator  Boot spur brick pyramid 

order2 cubes moving to bins  cleaning supplies Clown hat ice cubes 

rejection1 
person with crossed 

arms upset person tire bracelet 

rejection2 ‘no access’ sign frowning face earth basketball 

rising1 escalator sun in sky traffic cone train tracks 
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rising2 thermometer 

person with 

medal around 

neck thunderstorm microwave 

shelter1 umbrella help shoveling office desk 

shelter2 tent recover prongs brick wall 

transportation1 bus small window metal trashcan shooting star 

transportation2 
person carrying box up 

steps travel mug bowl turtle 

violence1 
person standing on a 

downed person danger french fries 

three people 

jumping rope 

violence2 
Persons standing over 

cowering person storm satellite crane 

Mean Name 
Agreement  3.81 (.54) NA NA NA 

Mean Visual 
Similarity  2.98 (.71) 2.14 (.44) 3.13 (.52) 1.86 (.48) 

Note: Targets and Foils are descriptions of selected images. For full list of images see all stimuli on Open 
Science Framework: https://osf.io/9jr6h/. ‘Mean Name Agreement’ (between animations and target 
images) and Mean Visual Similarity are average participant ratings on 1-5 Likert Scale.  

 

Matching Accuracy in Symbol Identification Task 

From our normed stimuli we developed a paradigm to evaluate symbolic 

representation of concepts: a forced choice task requiring participants to select a target 

symbol in the presence of three foils. MTurk participants (N=30) observed a concept 

animation and a display of four symbols with the prompt “Which image/word best 

represents the meaning of the animation?”. The task was presented in two blocks, one 

presenting word symbols and the other image symbols. Figure 1-2 demonstrates a single 

trial in the image block for the animation ‘competition1’. Figure 1-3 (left) describes 

matching accuracy per animation in each block, where mean accuracy was 78.7% 

(SD=20%) for image targets and 94.9% (SD=6.9%) for word targets. We implemented a 

70% cut-off score for matching accuracy in both conditions, resulting in the removal of 

eight images and one word. In a follow-up survey, we replaced either the target or a foil 
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symbol for these trials to facilitate increased accuracy. Figure 1-3 (right) shows accuracy 

for our final target list where all image-targets and word-targets maintained accuracy 

>65%.    

Figure 1-2. Single Trial of Identification Task. Figure 

shows ‘snapshot’ of trial for ‘competition1’ animation. 

In the trial, the animation (top) plays on a loop as 

participants try to select the symbol target (three 

individuals on medal podium).  
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Figure 1-3. Animation-Image and Animation-Word Matching Accuracies. Figure shows 

differences in matching accuracy of word and images to animations. Cut-off score at <70% 

used to indicate images/words needing replaced: this includes 8 images (left) and 1 word 

(right). Matching accuracy improved for all replaced images and words. Three images 

remained below 70% accuracy (equality1, heavy1, heavy2).    

 

Interim Discussion 

In our first study we aimed to generate a series of symbols (i.e., words and 

images) as semantic matches and foils for our concept animations. For each concept 

animation we generated four images and four words: a semantic match, and three foils of 

varying types. From these stimuli we created a novel paradigm (forced-choice matching 

task) to evaluate symbolic representation across verbal and non-verbal contexts. The 
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objective of our paradigm was to match concept animations and symbols based on 

matched semantic meaning. A critical component of norming our stimuli involved low-

level visual similarity, as we did not want matching animations and concepts to rely on 

simple visual similarities between pairs. To norm our image stimuli on low low-visual 

dimensions, we evaluated (1) overall visual complexity for each image and (2) visual 

similarity between animations and paired images. Visual complexity did not significantly 

differ between targets and foils. Visual similarity of images-to-animations were such that 

Visual Foils > Targets > Semantic Foils > Unrelated Foils. This suggests participants 

relying on visual similarity on trials are most likely to select visual foils (i.e., visually 

similar to animation) as matches. For words, we assessed visual complexity by 

contrasting the number of letters between the four conditions. No significant differences 

were found between conditions, suggesting word length should not impact target 

selection.   

Before developing our paradigm, we evaluated name agreement for word and 

image stimuli to ensure selected targets accurately represented their paired animation. For 

images, mean name agreement was 3.81 on a five-point Likert Scale, which showed our 

target images were closer to representing animations “Very well,” (i.e., 5 on scale) then 

“Not Well” (i.e., 1 on scale). For words, we did not assess name agreement after 

selection. Instead, it was assessed during selection by picking the highest frequency word 

provided by participants when naming concepts depicted in animations.  

After norming our stimuli, we created a novel paradigm to assess symbolic 

representation in abstract concepts. In two blocks (word block, image block) participants 

were tasked with selected a symbol that matched the animation in an array of one target 
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and three foils (visual, semantic, unrelated). Mean accuracy for selecting targets was 

78.7% (SD=20%) for image targets and 94.9% (SD=6.9%) for word targets. To improve 

overall accuracy, we implemented a 70% cut-off for each animation-target pair. This 

resulted in a second survey where eight images and one word were replaced. Overall 

accuracy of target selection was improved to 84.70% (SD=11.0%) in images and 96.25% 

(SD=4.4%) in words. All replaced images and words resulted in improved accuracy for 

target selection. Three animation-image pairs remained below 70% accuracy [e.g., 

equality2 (61.2%), heavy1 (54.8%), heavy2 (58.1%), but are still included in the stimuli 

set as accuracy remained far above chance (i.e., 25% in four image array).  

The development and norming of this stimuli set highlighted the dynamic nature 

of abstract concept identification. Researchers should be cautious to use these stimuli in 

an open-ended context. For word symbols, many animations had multiple words which 

were identified as potential matches through survey results, suggesting numerous words 

can be used to represent any single animation in our set; perhaps to a degree where there 

may not be a ‘best’ word as a representation. In an effort to recognize the fluid 

relationship between concept animations and target words, we included synonyms as 

potential candidates in selecting our word targets. The Symbol Identification Task aims 

to curtail this dynamic relationship between animations and symbols by leveraging a 

forced-choice task where only one word or image can reasonably represent the animation. 

For example, while the animation for chaos could be represented by the words ‘chaos’, 

‘movement’, or ‘crazy’, a trial in the Symbol Identification Task would only include the 

target ‘chaos’ with three foils (e.g., shape, fire, candle).   
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Study 2: Animation Dimensions and Clustering 

Method 

Overview  

We evaluated our animation set (N=35) on a series of semantic dimensions in 

order to better understand the semantic underpinnings that support creating meaning in 

each animation. We also sought to understand how animations might cluster into related 

categories. We selected four dimensions to evaluate the semantic structure of animations: 

sociality, dominance, theory of mind, and valence. Dimensions were selected based on 

previous work exploring semantic representations of abstract concepts (Binney, 2016; 

Crutch, 2013) where concepts tended to cluster. Resulting dimension norms from this 

study can be utilized to investigate individual’s understanding for specific categories (i.e., 

clusters) of concepts. For example, an individual could have difficulty processing highly-

social or highly-valenced concept animations, while other categories remain intact.   

 

Participants  

30 individuals (22 male/8 female) participated in a survey using Amazon’s 

Mechanical Turk Platform. All participants were at least 18 years of age (M=37.9, 

range=26-57).  

 

Data Collection  

We utilized Qualtrics Survey software to evaluate animation semantic 

dimensionality. Participants first observed an instruction screen explaining the procedure 

of the survey. Instructions informed participants that they would observe a series of 
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animations and answer questions relating to how they look and what they mean. 

Participants were informed not to spend too much time on any animation and to rely on 

initial instinct.  Table 1-5 describes each dimension assessed with the prompt used. All 

responses were on a five-point Likert scale. For Sociality and Dominance, scale anchors 

ranged from 1-Not at all to 5-Very much. For Theory of Mind and Valence, scales were 

1-Negative to 5-Positive.  

Table 1-5. Animation Dimensions and Prompts 

Dimension Survey Prompt 

Sociality “How much could this represent social 
interactions between humans?” 

Dominance “How much do you see actions suggesting 
dominance?” 

Theory of Mind “What are the shapes feeling in this animation?” 

Valence “How does this animation make you feel?” 

Note:  

 

Results 

We computed summary statistics for each of the four-dimension ratings (e.g., 

Sociality, Theory of Mind, Dominance, and Valence) across all animation based on 

MTurk survey responses (N=30 participants). On a five-point Likert scale, animations 

had an average Sociality rating of 3.36 (SD=1.41), Theory of Mind rating of 2.97 

(SD=1.2), Dominance rating of 2.72 (SD=1.55), and Valence rating of 3.05 (SD=1.22). 

Figure 1-4 (left) displays averages per animation across participants. Figure 1-4 (right) 

shows a selection of individual animation ratings. To evaluate similarity between 

animations based on these semantic dimensions, we performed hierarchical clustering. 

The resulting dendrogram can be seen in Figure 1-5. We calculated gap statistics to 

determine optimal cluster size (k-means). Animations best aggregated with a 3-cluster 

solution. To determine the dimensions responsible for each cluster we contrasted clusters 
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based on the four dimensions. We coded each animation based on its designated cluster 

(e.g., cluster 3: violence1&2, rejection1&2, heavy2, shelter2, consume1). A linear mixed-

effects model (lme4 R Package) revealed a main effect of cluster [F(2,32)=21.83, 

p<.001], a main effect of dimension (F(3,96)=12.09, p<.001], and significant 

cluster*dimension interaction [F(6,96)=33.67, p<.001]. Table 6 shows results of post-hoc 

analysis using paired t-tests with Bonferroni correction to contrast clusters by each 

dimension. 

 

 

Figure 1-4. Semantic Dimensions of Animations. 
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Figure 1-5. Semantic Clustering of Animations. 
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Table 1-6. Animation Cluster Contrasts 

Contrast Means Test 
Statistic 
(t) 

Effect Size 
(Cohen’s d) 

C1 vs C2: Dominance C1 (2.49), C2 (2.14) 1.10 .44 

C1 vs C3: Dominance** C1 (2.49), C3 (4.45) 6.81 2.68 

C2 vs C3: Dominance*** C2 (2.14), C3 (4.45) 13.04 4.48 

C1 vs C2: TOM*** C1 (3.82), C2 (2.89) 4.89 1.78 

C1 vs C3: TOM*** C1 (3.82), C3 (1.87) 10.84 5.25 

C2 vs C3: TOM*** C2 (2.89), C3 (1.87) 4.83 1.94 

C1 vs C2: Sociality*** C1 (3.98), C2 (2.67) 6.06 2.33 

C1 vs C3: Sociality C1 (3.98), C3 (4.11) 0.58 0.27 

C2 vs C3: Sociality*** C2 (2.67), C3 (4.11) 7.46 2.99 

C1 vs C2: Valence** C1 (3.83), C2 (3.04) 4.34 1.59 

C1 vs C3: Valence*** C1 (3.83), C3 (1.90) 10.38 5.10 

C2 vs C3: Valence*** C2 (3.04), C3 (1.90) 5.35 2.20 

Note: ***p<.001, **p<.01  

 

Interim Discussion 

In our second study we sought to better understand the semantic underpinnings of 

our abstract concept animations. We evaluated four semantic dimensions to characterize 

animations in a semantic space consisting of valence, dominance, theory of mind, and 

sociality based on crowdsourced survey data. Animations were then subject to 

hierarchical clustering analysis to determine if animations tended to group together. 

Three distinct clusters were defined where nearly all clusters were significantly different 
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from each other on all four dimensions. Cluster 1 included concept animations that were 

highly social and positive (i.e., high valence), such as equality1, acceptance1&2, and 

transportation1&2.  Cluster 2 was defined by lower sociality and included concepts 

division1&2, fall1&2, and rise1&2. Cluster 3 was comparable to Cluster 1 in sociality, 

but included negative social concept animations like rejection1&2 and violence1&2. It is 

possible that some individuals or populations might present with focal difficulty in our 

matching paradigm based on the semantic nature of animations. For example, populations 

where individuals often have difficulty with theory of mind and social constructs might 

have the ability to relate symbols to animations with lower sociality and theory of mind 

ratings (e.g., rise, heavy) but struggle with concepts defined by social dimensions (e.g., 

acceptance, rejection).  

 

Study 3: Developing and Norming Concepts Without Words 

Method 

Overview 

We established familiarity ratings for a series of concept definitions that do not 

have a representative word in English. Definitions were reduced to only the most 

familiar/personally-experienced based on survey data results. These definitions can be 

utilized to evaluate semantic knowledge in individuals without relying on specific lexical 

or visual labels.  
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Participants  

59 individuals participated in a survey using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk 

Platform. Six participants were removed due to incomplete survey responses. This 

resulted in 53 (27 male/26 female) participants who were at least 18 years of age 

(M=36.11, range=20-63), had at least a high school education, and spoke English from 

birth.  

Stimuli  

Concepts without words were sourced through members of the Concepts and 

Cognition Laboratory at Temple University. A list of more than 150 definitions were 

created for concepts that do not have words in English. The objective was to create a 

series of definitions for concepts (e.g., ideas, states of thinking, a particular feeling) that 

might exist in typical or daily life, yet may not have a specific word tied to the definition. 

These included a range of concepts that related to primary senses (e.g., the voice people 

use when talking to pets, the smell of paper money, the sensation of one’s stomach rising 

during freefall), emotions (e.g., the feeling of summer coming to an end, the urge to 

pinch/squeeze something cute) and ideas (e.g., the realization that two people are 

thinking or feeling the same thing). Concept definitions were reduced to 95 total after 

author consensus regarding the existence of the described concept. Definitions were then 

entered into MTurk surveys for further validation and norming.    

 

Data Collection 

To contextualize the survey, we began the instructions screen by stating that 

“languages have words for culturally shared concepts, yet some concepts we experience 
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may not have names.” Participants were then informed that they would be answering 

questions about concepts. Table 1-7 illustrates each dimension assessed for each concept 

with its relative prompt. ‘Familiarity’ (self) responses were dichotomous response 

(yes/no). Familiarity (others) responses were on an eight-point Likert scale, reflecting the 

likelihood that others experience the concept. Likert scale responses ranged from 1-No 

one to 8-Everyone in the world.  

Table 1-7. Concept Dimensions and Prompts 

Dimension Survey Prompt 

Familiarity (self) Have you ever experienced this concept? 

Familiarity (others) How widely experienced do you think this 
concept is? 

 

Results 

We first generated descriptive statistics for each dimension.  For Familiarity 

(self), the mean frequency of “Yes” ratings (i.e., they have experienced the concept) 

across concepts was 36.9 (SD=7.34) out of the 53 participants. Figure 1-6 (left) shows the 

average percentage of ‘Yes’ responses per concept. For each concept we calculated 

frequency percentiles by dividing the frequency of “Yes” responses by the number of 

total participants (N=53). We imposed a 70% frequency cut-off, where concept 

definitions had to be familiar to at least 70% of participants to remain. This yielded 51 

concept definitions. An unpaired t-test revealed significant differences between high vs. 

low Familiarity (self) groups, t(55)=x, p<.001, d=-3.14 where mean familiarity in the 

high-group was 80.5% (SD=4.2%) and 57.1% (SD=9.9%) in the low group across 

participants and concept definitions. Figure 1-6 (right) summarizes ‘Familiarity (others)’ 

across participants while continuing to differentiate high vs. low ‘Familiarity (self)’ 

contrasts. For the high Familiarity (self) group, mean familiarity was 5.89 (SD=.52) and 
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4.78 (SD=.49) for the low Familiarity (self) group. An unpaired t-test revealed significant 

differences between groups, t(91.9)=x, p<.001, d=-2.16.  

 
 

Figure 1-6. High and Low Familiarity Concepts. (Left) 

Observations are frequency percentiles for each 

concept definition. A cut-off at 70% shows concept 

definitions (in red) familiar to >70% of participants. 

(Right) Using the High and Low Familiarity (self) 

groups, we contrast high vs. low Familiarity (others).  
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Interim Discussion 

Our third experiment consisted of norming a set of concept definitions in order to 

generate a series of concepts that exist in society, but presently do not have names. To 

accomplish this aim, 95 concept definitions were generated and normed on two 

dimensions: ‘Familiarity (self)’ (i.e., personal experience with the concept) and 

‘Familiarity (others)’ (i.e., experienced amongst other people). When including only the 

most frequently experienced concepts definitions in our final set, concepts had been 

experienced by 80.7% of participants on average, and had an average rating of 5.89 (on 

an eight-point Likert Scale) for familiarity. Together, these norming procedures provide a 

set of 51 concepts-without-words to be used by researchers interested in tapping concept 

knowledge unrelated to specific words or other symbols.    

 

General Discussion 

We developed an open-source toolkit to evaluate symbolic cognition and reported 

three normative studies characterizing the stimuli. This suite of experiments was designed 

to assess symbol-semantic access from abstract concept animations (N=35), words, and 

static images. In our first study, we acquired matching agreement norms between concept 

animations and paired symbols (i.e., words and images). In our second study we 

evaluated clustering properties and semantic dimensionality of the animation stimuli. In 

the final study, we acquired familiarity norms for a set of concepts without words. This 

toolkit may prove useful for elucidating three broad cognitive processes that allow us to 

make use of symbols, including: 1) integrity of semantic representations; 2) integrity of 
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corresponding verbal and non-verbal symbols; and 3) a durable and efficient mapping 

between concepts and symbols.  

One major challenge for the study of symbolic cognition involved disentangling 

co-occurrence statistics and paired associations from symbolic representation. For 

example, people might successfully match a football helmet to an oblong ball because 

they have observed these objects consistently appearing together within the same event 

schemas.  Similarly, a dog who salivates upon hearing a bell in expectation of a food 

reward does so through classical conditioning (Pavlov, 2010)  These examples highlight 

links between concepts and actions that share some commonalities with symbolic 

cognition. Yet, these links also substantively differ from symbolic representation in that 

paired associates do not act as proxies for one another. In the toolkit we have proposed, 

participants cannot rely on simple familiarity. They are instead compelled to ‘decode’ 

abstract never before seen animations that correspond to broad concepts.  This feature of 

the battery reduces the potential impact of co-occurrence on the process of mapping 

symbols (pictures or words) to target animations.  

This toolkit also leverages the use of multiple symbol modalities, specifically in 

the Symbol Identification Task, by including both words and images as matching 

candidates for each concept animation. Each of the 35 concept animations are paired with 

a matching word and image along with a series of foils. Some clinical populations present 

with impairments that compromise a particular symbol modality. For example, following 

neurological injury, persons with aphasia (PWA) demonstrate a focal reduction in the 

ability to use and communicate with words (Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 1999). PWA 

are likely to show poor performance in selecting word targets relative to images. 
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However, poor performance across both symbol modalities might support a central 

impairment in symbolic cognition (i.e., asymbolia) vs. a focal lexical impairment.  

The Symbol Identification Task can also bolster investigation into symbolic 

cognition by exploiting error types. There are two foil types (semantically-associated, 

visually-similar) with unique relationships to animations that can be used to characterize 

mapping errors. Low matching accuracy with high selection of visually-similar-to-

animation symbols could illustrate poor mapping of stimuli to internal representations. In 

this case, an individual is relying on low-level visual similarity to select matches. 

Similarly, low matching accuracy defined by high selection of semantic-associates could 

indicate some degree of preserved semantic processing without successful symbol 

mapping.  

The use of varied concept categories is another important consideration for 

evaluating symbolic thinking. This toolkit is constructed to support exploration of 

categorical conceptual impairments by including a range of abstract concepts. Our 

concepts tended to cluster into three primary groups based on four dimensions 

(Dominance, Theory of Mind, Sociality, Valence). The three clusters were defined as 

Cluster 1: Highly Social and Positive, Cluster 2: Minimally Social, and Cluster 3: Highly 

Social and Negative. One possibility is that clinical populations who experience limited 

Theory of Mind would show typical performance when matching Cluster 2 animations 

and symbols, but poor performance when matching within the other two highly social 

concepts clusters.    
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There are few, if any, resources designed to support the evaluation of concept 

knowledge with labeled and unlabeled stimuli. This toolkit can be used to investigate 

concept knowledge without reliance on verbal labels using the Concepts-Without-Words 

definitions where 80% of participants experienced the final set of 51 concept definitions.  

This toolkit should support a more refined and comprehensive evaluation of 

symbolic knowledge and impairments in various populations. Much remains unclear 

about symbolic cognition despite its key role in human communication. In order to more 

effectively investigate and characterize symbolic cognition we must consider the 

dynamic, fluid nature of symbolic representation and the relationship between its 

essential components: concepts, symbols, and symbol-mapping. Here we offer an open-

source toolkit designed to evaluate symbolic cognition that may be used to improve our 

understanding of symbolic processing and the nature of asymbolia across the lifespan.   
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CHAPTER 2 

BRAIN MECHANISMS SUPPORTING SYMBOLIC COGNITION: 

MODULATING PERFORMANCE USING TRANSCRANIAL DIRECT 

CURRENT STIMULATION 

Abstract 

Humans engage with various kinds of symbols in daily communication. Language 

comes to mind as possibly the most familiar symbol system, yet our daily experiences are 

also guided by other non-verbal symbol modalities. Road signs dictate our driving 

behavior and icons on clothing and accessories indicate social status. The inability to use 

and understand symbols is referred to as ‘asymbolia’, yet we have only a limited 

understanding of what cognitive systems are impoverished with this deficit. In this 

experiment, neurotypical adults (N=20) were required to perform a symbol matching task 

that assessed verbal and non-verbal (i.e., words, images) symbol knowledge. Participants 

underwent sham or inhibitory neurostimulation (i.e., cathodal-tDCS) during the 

experiment. We instituted a pre/post design with a bilateral parietal electrode montage 

targeting the temporoparietal junction (TPJ). Results revealed significantly lower 

accuracy for inhibitory-tDCS participants following stimulation compared to sham. These 

results suggest the TPJ may support symbol processing across multiple symbol 

modalities (e.g., words, images). This work can support further research needed to unveil 

the shared mechanisms involved in processing disparate symbol types in the human brain 

and how they can be impaired in communication disorders.  
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Introduction 

Humans have a keen ability to communicate. We are able to use shared 

communication systems, such as language, to quickly relay complicated information in a 

concise manner. We can also use non-verbal communication to present information to the 

world through gesture (e.g., thumbs up indicates good) and body language (e.g., 

maintaining eye contact indicates interested). We can also use more “offline” methods to 

communicate such as wearing a suit or luxury purse to portray wealth or value. In the 

view that a symbol is the representation of something absent or unapparent (e.g., concept, 

idea) with something present (i.e., word, image) (Bobbitt, 1998; Saussure, 1916), each of 

these forms of communication are supported via symbols. While the ability to use 

symbols is essential to communicate as humans, our understanding of the cognitive 

processes involved in symbolic representation remains limited.  

  Certain symbol modalities have achieved targeted investigation in 

previous decades. For example, research in neurolinguistics have identified language 

regions in the brain such as the visual word form area (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; 

McCandliss et al., 2003) implicated in reading tasks, and Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas in 

the temporal lobe which inhibit verbal communication skills following injury (Dell et al., 

1997; Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983; Howard et al., 1984).  Number processing has also 

been a target for focal investigation where researchers have highlighted regions of the 

parietal lobe that are consistently active during numerical recognition and calculation 

(Dehaene et al., 2003; Fehr et al., 2007; Menon et al., 2000) and dyscalculia (Cipolotti et 

al., 1991; Z. Cohen et al., 2019; Kosc, 1974), the impaired ability to process digits.  
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Another domain that has garnered attention is semantic memory where various 

theories have offered competing views for the representation of concept knowledge in the 

human brain (see Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Binder et al., 2009; Damasio & Damasio, 1994; 

Pulvermuller, 1999 for discussion of grounded and ungrounded cognition). More 

contemporary theories postulate that our semantic memory is served by a series of hubs 

and spokes (Reilly et al., 2014, 2016; Reilly & Peelle, 2008); hubs which can represent 

sensory information about concepts and allow communication via spokes to other sensory 

and lexical domains. While the semantic structure of memory has garnered a theoretical 

framework, the cognitive correlates supporting symbolic transformation between mental 

representations and symbol modalities remains unknown (Reilly et al., 2016). These 

disparate literatures have highlighted how some symbols (i.e., words, digits) are uniquely 

processed, but in order to understand how humans can so flexibly use and understand 

symbols, it is essential to reveal what processes are shared between symbolic modalities.  

We propose a neurologically-constrained model of symbolic representation which 

suggests shared processing mechanisms across symbol modalities (Flurie et al., in press). 

This model is predicated on disparate storage of (1) symbols and (2) their referents. 

Therefore, successful understanding of symbols requires the recognition of a symbol as a 

concept referent (i.e., “D-O-G” represents a four legged, fluffy, barking animal) via 

referent-symbol mapping. The neural architecture of the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) 

and associated regions such as the angular gyrus are uniquely positioned to perform 

complex integrative processes. Specifically, the TPJ has dense white matter connectivity 

with various sensory domains and language areas (Bonner et al., 2013) and is one of the 

most commonly activated regions in studies of semantic memory (Binder et al., 2009). In 
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behavioral studies, the TPJ has been implicated in tasks requiring integration of language 

with the semantic system. For example, processing meaningful word combinations (e.g., 

plaid + jacket) vs. non-meaningful (e.g., moss + pony) results in increased functional 

activation in the TPJ (Price et al., 2015). Processing of other symbol modalities have also 

been associated with the TPJ, where familiar symbols [Arabic numerals (e.g., 1,4)] evoke 

increased activation of the TPJ relative to unfamiliar symbols (Price & Ansari, 2011). 

Here, authors suggest activation of the TPJ with longer trial durations may reflect the 

search for semantic meaning in digits. In this study, we explore the role of the TPJ in 

supporting referent-symbol mapping in word-referent and image-referent relationships.  

 

The Current Study 

In the current study we utilize the Symbol Identification Task (Flurie et al., in 

press) where each trial involves a participant viewing a novel animation representing a 

concept (e.g., chaos, freedom, heavy) followed by an array of four symbols (e.g., four 

images or four words); one match and three foils. Here, the ability to correctly match the 

symbol to the animation compels an individual to ‘decode’ the novel animation and relate 

it to the symbol. In this study, two groups of neurotypical adults completed the Symbol 

Identification Task before and after undergoing neurostimulation designed to target the 

temporoparietal junction (TPJ). This experiment is meant to explore the role of the TPJ in 

supporting global symbolic representation (i.e., across symbol modalities) and how it can 

be impaired. 
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Method 

Overview 

We followed a pre/post neurostimulation design with two participant groups of 

neurotypical adults. One group received inhibitory tDCS (i.e., cathodal-tDCS) while the 

other received sham tDCS (i.e., no stimulation). Participants were required to watch an 

animation depicting an abstract concept followed by an array of one target and three foil 

symbols (i.e., four words or four images). Participants were required to select a match for 

the animation. Following pre-stimulation completion of the task, the cathodal-tDCS (c-

tDCS) group was subject to 20-minutes of neurostimulation, while the sham group was 

subject to a short 5-second ramp up (to mimic stimulation) followed by 20 minutes of no 

stimulation. In the post-stimulation condition all participants performed the Symbol 

Identification Task again. Behavioral (i.e., reaction time, accuracy) measures were 

recorded during trials. We contrasted behavioral performance within and between 

subjects via symbol type (word/image), tDCS group (sham/c-tDCS), and time (pre/post).   

 

Participants 

Participants included middle-aged to older adults ages 45-85 from around the 

North Philadelphia community. All participants self-reported absence of neurological and 

cognitive conditions including Mild Cognitive Impairment, dementia, or brain injury and 

scored within normal limits on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (>26 out of 

the 30) (Nasreddine et al., 2005). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision with no history of ocular injury. All participants were native English speakers. 
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Participants were randomly assigned to tDCS conditions. Conditions were roughly 

matched on M:F ratios [(c-tDCS=3 Male, 6 Female); sham=5 Male, 6 Female).  

 

Neurostimulation Parameters 

We administered active stimulation or sham using a Soterix 1x1 tDCS device 

coupled to a passive splitter system. In the active stimulation condition, we split the 

electrical current (2 mA) across two ‘target’ cathodal electrodes (5 cm2) positioned over 

homologous cortical regions (P3 and P4 in the 10/20 International EEG System). A single 

large ‘return’ anode (5x7 cm) was positioned over Iz and secured using an elasticated 

10/20 placement cap. Participants received 20 minutes of 2 mA (split to two sites) tDCS. 

In the sham condition, participants underwent identical electrode placement procedures, 

and a brief dose of initial current with ramp down to zero stimulation. Figure 2-1 

represents field flow estimation of our bilateral cathodal inferior parietal lobe montage 

using HD-Explore software (Soterix Medical) which uses a finite-element-method 

approach to model electrical field intensities (Datta et al., 2013) . 

 

Figure 2-1. Field Flow Estimations and Electrode Locations. 
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Symbol Identification Task Stimuli 

This task required participants to match an animation to a target symbol (i.e., 

word, image) based on shared meaning. 35 simple video animations were created using 

Adobe Animate. Animations were illustrations of shapes varying in type, size, number, 

and movement based on the Heider and Simmel animation (Heider & Simmel, 1944) 

designed to evoke implicit meaning from the viewer. Each animation was designed to 

convey a novel illustration of a concept (e.g. freedom, heavy, rejection) where meaning 

could be attributed to the shapes and their varying movements and activity. Thirty 

animations were produced as pairs where two animations depicted a single concept but 

show different activity, movement, and shapes. Five animations portray a concept, but do 

not have pair. This resulted in 20 concept exemplars across 35 animations (i.e., 15 pairs, 

5 independent). Animations were normed for name agreement and visual complexity (see 

Flurie et al., in press; for norming methods and further discussion).   

Symbol stimuli are 108 words and 108 images such that there are four images and 

four words per animation. Images: All images were generated using the Noun Project 

(Noun Project), a web resource comprised of a collection of more than 2 million curated 

symbols and icons. Images were selected so each animation had (1) a semantically-

matched target symbol, (2) a semantically-associated-to-animation foil, (3) a visually-

similar-to-animation foil, and (4) an unrelated foil. Selection criteria for each was as 

follows: (1) target symbol – must depict an icon for the animation concept or an object 

used to execute the concept, (2) semantically-associated foil – must not match the criteria 

for a target and must represent an attribute of the animation concept, (3) visually-similar 

to animation foil – must not match the criteria for a target and must have a physical 
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feature corresponding to the animation, (4) unrelated foil – must not match the criteria for 

any of the other foils. Words: Words were selected following the same criteria, except 

target words were generated from survey data. All targets and foil symbols were normed 

on a series of dimensions including name agreement, visual similarity (to animation), and 

visual complexity.  

 

Symbol Identification Task Procedures 

All participants performed the computer-based symbol matching task twice. After 

confirming their readiness, the task began with an instructions screen informing 

participants to “select the image or word that best represents the meaning of the 

animation.” These directions were simultaneously read aloud by the experimenter. Each 

experimental trial consisted of a five-second concept animation (repeated x3) followed by 

a fixation cross, followed by a display of four images or words presented in two 

randomized blocks, and a final fixation cross before the next trial began. Within each 

symbol array, symbols were of four conditions: a target, a semantically-associated foil, a 

visually-similar foil, and an unrelated foil. Figure 2-2 illustrates a single trial with the 

concept animation (left) presented first, followed by a symbol array (right). A participant 

would select a matching symbol with a mouse click. 
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Results 

Performance in the Symbol Identification Task was evaluated by overall accuracy 

in selecting the target and response time (RT). In order to contrast performances between 

sham and cathodal-tDCS we calculated mean accuracy and RT scores for each participant 

pre- and post-stimulation and within each symbol block (i.e., Word Block, Image Block). 

Using the “lme4” package in R, we ran two linear-mixed effects models with accuracy 

and RT as outcome measures. Each model included “Time” (Pre vs. Post), “Stimulation” 

(sham vs. cathodal), and “Condition” (Word vs. Image) with a “Time X Stimulation X 

Condition interaction” as fixed effects. Participant was entered as a random effect with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2. Trial in Image Block for “Competition”. Figure shows the procedure for a 

single trial. First, the animation plays (x3). This is followed by a fixation cross to 

center participant gaze before selection. Here we see a symbol array of (clockwise) 1) 

target, 2) unrelated-related foil, 3) visual foil, 4) semantically-related foil. A fixation 

for gaze centering is presented again before the next trial.  
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random intercept. For accuracy, the model revealed a main effect of condition F(1, 52.8) 

= 54.19, p < .001, with a time-by-stimulation-by-condition interaction F(4, 57.8) = 5.27, 

p = .001, such that sham tDCS accuracy increased to 82.0% accuracy post-stimulation 

(i.e., 10.0% increase) while c-tDCS accuracy only increased to 74.3% accuracy (3.0% 

increase). Figure 2-3 (left) shows pre vs. post accuracies collapsed across conditions. 

Figure 2-3 (right) shows these differences in accuracy within each Condition block. We 

did not find significant differences (Welch Two Sample t-test; t(17.8)=1.46, p=0.16, 

d=0.14) between groups before stimulation (Pre-Sham: Mean (SD)=71.7 (.13) Pre-Stim= 

Mean (SD) 71.2 (.11). For RT, the linear-mixed effects model revealed only a main effect 

of time F(1, 18) = 18.7, p < .001 where both groups decreased from pre- to post-

stimulation (about 1000 ms).  

 

Figure 2-3. Symbol Matching Accuracy Pre and Post tDCS. 
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General Discussion 

In this experiment we explored the role of the TPJ in referent-symbol mapping 

across symbol modalities (i.e., words and images). We utilized the Symbol Identification 

Task (Flurie et al., in press) in order to reduce motoric demands and past-established 

paired associations. Following a pre-post design, we analyzed performance between sham 

(no tDCS) and cathodal-tDCS groups (targeting the TPJ) while performing a symbol 

matching task. Performance was measured by accuracy and RT. Prior to undergoing 

tDCS there were no baseline differences in accuracy between tDCS groups where both 

averaged 71% accuracy in selecting the target symbol. Consistent with our hypothesis, 

the cathodal-tDCS group accuracy did not improve as much as the sham group’s 

accuracy post-tDCS. When comparing accuracy within condition blocks (Word, Image) it 

can be seen that these differences were predominantly driven by performance in the 

Image block. Here, the sham group improved accuracy by 15.1% while the cathodal 

group improved by only 3.0%. In the Word block, the sham group improved 4.5% vs. 

3.1% for the cathodal group. This interaction between inhibitory stimulation and symbol 

matching ability suggests the TPJ (or possibly adjacent structures) has a role in symbol 

processing. It is possible the TPJ plays a greater role in processing image symbols than 

word symbols as results indicated exaggerated differences in the Image vs. Word block. 

Another possibility is that the TPJ plays a more equal role across word and image 

symbols, but because group performances were closer to ceiling prior to tDCS in the 

Word block (almost 90% in both groups), there was less potential for improvement. 

There were no significant differences in response time between groups. Each trial 
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involved an array of four images or words with one target. Overall, it seemed that 

participants gave each stimulus equal attention before selecting.  

In all, this experiment sheds light on the potential mechanisms involved in 

symbolic processing and the presentation of its deficits. This study provides early 

evidence for the role of the TPJ in symbol processing and the potential for certain 

neurological conditions to have reduced symbolic representation across symbol 

modalities. There are a number of future directions that could offer support for these 

findings. One fundamental direction would be exploring other neurological-constraints in 

symbol mapping and exploring symbolic performance within specific population who 

have difficulty with specific symbol modalities (i.e. language in persons with aphasia). 

Nevertheless, this study shows promising results for future research in symbolic 

cognition and how it can be uniquely impaired.  
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CHAPTER 3 

SYMBOL PROCESSING FOLLOWING STROKE DAMAGE: A CASE-

CONTROL ANALYSIS OF TWO PERSONS WITH APHASIA 

Abstract  

Communication often involves various symbols throughout our daily interactions. 

The use of language is perhaps the most familiar symbol system, but our experiences are 

also dictated by other non-verbal symbols. For example, colored signs suggest when we 

should accelerate and stop our cars, and numbered green paper denotes the value of 

objects around us. The inability to use or understand symbols is called ‘asymbolia’. The 

cognitive systems that support symbolic cognition and how they are impaired in 

asymbolia remains largely undefined. We examined symbolic cognition and its 

impairments in two cases of persons with aphasia (SA1, SA2) and aged-matched controls 

(N=10). Participants performed a symbol matching task that assessed verbal and non-

verbal (i.e., words, images) symbol knowledge. We measured behavioral (i.e., reaction 

time, accuracy) and physiological responses (i.e., eyetracking) as outcome measures. 

Results from case-control statistics showed SA2 had significantly lower accuracy 

compared to age-matched controls in the symbol matching task in both Word and Image 

blocks, suggesting neurological damage drastically impacting one symbolic modality 

(e.g., words in aphasia) might also impede performance with other modalities. SA1, 

however, showed generally preserved symbol knowledge. This work can support future 

research investigating symbolic impairments in aphasia subtypes and other 

communicative disorders.  
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Introduction 

Humans are able to flexibility communicate using a variety of symbols. Language 

supports our ability to describe intangible and complex information with relative ease. 

Other symbol modalities that are non-verbal also support flexible communication. For 

example, gesture (e.g., waving indicates hello) and body language (e.g., crossed arms 

indicates aloof). More indirect mediums of signaling can also support communication 

such as wearing luxury shirt or purse to signify status. Each of these communicative 

events are supported by symbolic relationships, where a symbol is the representation of 

something absent or unapparent (e.g., concept, idea) with something present (i.e., word, 

image) (Bobbitt, 1998; Saussure, 1916). While the ability to use symbols is essential to 

communicate as humans, the cognitive resources that support symbolic representation 

and how they are impaired in asymbolia remain largely unknown.    

We propose a model of symbolic representation which suggests shared processing 

mechanisms across symbol modalities (Flurie et al., in press). This model is predicated on 

disparate storage of (1) symbols and (2) their referents. Therefore, successful 

understanding of symbols requires the recognition of a symbol as a concept referent (i.e., 

“H-A-T” represents an article of clothing worn on the head) via referent-symbol 

mapping. In this view, a symbolic impairment should present across symbol modalities 

(e.g., words, images) while semantic knowledge remains intact. This model is premised 

upon previous research which suggests disparate storage of semantic knowledge (i.e., 

semantic memory) and symbol modalities (e.g., language, digits, gestures) in the human 

brain. Various theories have suggested processing of semantic knowledge relies, in 

varying degrees, to hub-centers around the anterior temporal lobes (Reilly et al., 2014, 
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2016; Reilly & Peelle, 2008). In general, symbol processing has not experienced a 

focused investigation, but rather, disparate investigations of distinct symbol modalities. 

For example, language and word processing have been implicated in regions of the 

frontal and temporal lobes (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; McCandliss et al., 2003; Dell et al., 

1997; Goodglass & Kaplan, 1983; Howard et al., 1984), and digit/number processing has 

been associated with specific regions of the parietal lobes (Dehaene et al., 2003; Fehr et 

al., 2007; Menon et al., 2000). Here, we explore potential symbolic deficits in persons 

with aphasia (PWA) who are typically defined by language-focused impairment. In 

alignment with our theoretical model, PWA could present with a symbolic deficit 

provided they are impaired in the processing of symbols across modalities (e.g., words, 

images), while semantic knowledge remains intact.   

 

Symbol Processing and Aphasia 

Commonly associated with stroke damage, aphasia is generally considered a 

disruption in the brain’s language system which reduces an individual’s ability to engage 

in expressive and/or receptive language tasks. Throughout recent decades, research has 

supported the notion that persons with aphasia (PWA) predominantly have a disorder of 

language (Dell et al., 1997; Levelt et al., 1999), with concept knowledge remaining 

relatively preserved (Blumstein et al., 1982). In this view, the inability to name an object 

is not because a PWA does not recognize it, but instead, they cannot access the word 

form that represents it.  

Aphasia is most often regarded as a focal lexical impairment. However, some 

have hypothesized that language deficits in aphasia reflect the latent effects of broader 
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deficits in symbolic cognition (i.e., asymbolia). Pickett (1974) demonstrated that gesture 

performance was strongly related to severity of language impairments. In this 

experiment, patients were required to use and comprehend various pantomime gestures 

(e.g., downward swinging arm with hand gripped reflects the object, hammer). Gesture 

capability was correlated with Porch Index of Communicative Ability (PICA) (Porch, 

1967) scores across 28 patients with aphasia. Duffy et al. (1975) further explored the 

notion of a relationship between gesture and language by evaluating pantomime 

recognition, verbal recognition, and naming in aphasia patients and right-hemisphere 

damaged patients who had no history of aphasia. Aphasia patients performed 

significantly lower on all three measures compared to the right-hemisphere group. 

Performance was again correlated with PICA scores. Based on these results and a series 

of related experiments (Duffy & Buck, 1979; Duffy & Duffy, 1981), Duffy and 

colleagues proposed a central symbolic disorder theory where language deficits following 

left brain damage reflect a disorder in general symbolic thinking. A central symbolic 

theory has also garnered support from studies observing a linear relationship between 

language and other symbolic deficits, where an increase in aphasia severity is met with 

comparably diminished performance in learning manual sign language (Cicone et al., 

1979; Coelho & Duffy, 1987).   

These studies are premised on the notion that a reduced ability to represent 

symbols across symbol modalities (e.g., words, gestures) indicates a central symbolic 

deficit. However, one challenge when contrasting lexical and gestural symbol modalities 

in PWA is the incidence of motoric impairment, such as ideomotor apraxia (Goldenberg 

& Randerath, 2015). In other words, lexical and gestural impairments could both present 
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in PWA, but with fundamentally different etiologies: lexical deficits due to impoverished 

language processing and gestural deficits due to a reduced ability to process exaggerated 

limb movements. Another challenge to evaluating symbolic performance is separating 

paired association or co-occurance statistics from symbolic representation. For example, 

the ability to match a downward-swinging-arm gesture and the word “hammer’ could 

result from them frequently appearing together; similar to food and a dinner bell (Pavlov, 

2010). Such a case would not require an indiviudal to recognize that these exemplars are 

referring to a shared concept.  Our current study aims to curtail these shortcomings using 

a novel paradigm to explore symbolic representation in neurotypical adults and PWA.  

 

The Current Study 

We utilize the Symbol Identification Task (Flurie et al., in press) in this study.  

Each trial involves a participant viewing a novel animation representing a concept (e.g., 

multiply, heavy). This is followed by an array of four symbols (e.g., four images or four 

words); one match and three foils. In this task, the ability to correctly match the symbol 

to the animation compels an individual to ‘decode’ the never-before-seen animation and 

relate it to the symbol. This task is designed to reduce the ability to rely on co-occurrence 

to map symbols and animations. Further, this task requires only a button press to select a 

target, thereby mitigating nearly all motor demand. We present two cases of PWA who 

completed the task and had their performances compared to a group of age-matched 

controls. We compared accuracy in the task and explored eyetracking as a secondary 

measure to reveal decision-making strategies (see Ungrady et al., 2019). This study is 

designed to explore cognitive mechanisms that support global symbolic representation 
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(i.e., across symbol modalities) and how they can be impaired. Specifically, this 

experiment investigates our model’s theoretical assumption that a symbolic deficit can 

present across symbol modalities (e.g., words, images) while semantic knowledge is 

generally preserved.  

Method 

Participants 

SA1 is a 58-year-old male with 14 years of education who worked as a Salesman 

Manager. In 05/2008 he suffered a left MCA stroke. Per medical records, MRI revealed 

large infarction in left MCA distribution with small focal areas of hemorrhage; also with 

complete occlusion of the left MCA secondary to thrombus. SA1 demonstrates non-fluent 

speech but maintains intact auditory comprehension and repetition performance. Errors 

made in spontaneous speech and picture identification included phonological paraphasias, 

and semantic paraphasias which were often self-corrected. SA1 has a clinical 

classification of Broca’s aphasia. SA1 also presented with moderate-to-severe right-sided 

motor apraxia. Prior to the experiment, SA1 completed the Western Aphasia Battery 

(WAB-R) (Kertesz, 1982); a standardized test to evaluate linguistic abilities in aphasia, 

and the Pyramids and Palm Trees short-form (Cousins et al., 2018; Howard & Patterson, 

1992; Reilly et al., 2020); a test of associative semantic knowledge using words and 

images. See Table 3-1 for results.  

SA2 is a 54-year old male with a 7th grade education. Prior to his stroke, SA2 

worked as an assistant manager in a prison transitional program. SA2 suffered a left 

MCA stroke in 3/2014. Medical records described MRI scan results as infarcts in the left 

inferior and mid frontal gyri extending slightly into the anterior temporal lobe. SA2’s 
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spontaneous speech and picture descriptions were marked by moderate-to-severe word 

finding difficulty with intermittent phonological paraphasias. SA2 presented with largely 

intact word repetition and auditory comprehension abilities. SA2 has a clinical 

classification of Anomic Aphasia. SA2 performed the WAB-R and PPT-Words and PPT-

Pictures short forms prior to the experiment (see Table 3-1).   

Control Participants included older adults ages 45-85 from around the Northern 

Philadelphia community. All control participants self-reported absence of neurological 

and cognitive conditions including Mild Cognitive Impairment, dementia, or brain injury 

and scored within normal limits on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (>26 out 

of the 30) (Nasreddine et al., 2005). All participants reported normal or corrected-to-

normal vision with no history of ocular injury. All participants were native English 

speakers. Controls were 5 males and 5 females. 

Table 3-1. Lexical-Semantic Battery Performance 

 Western Aphasia Battery-Revised Pyramids and 
Palm Trees Test 

 Spontaneous 
Speech 
Total 

Auditory 
Verbal 
Total 

Repetition 
Score 

Word-
Finding 
Total 

Aphasia 
Quotient  

Words Pictures 

SA1 12/20 199/200 52/100 85/100 71.3 24/26 24/26 

SA2 12/20 190/200 86/100 87/100 77.6 21/26 23/26 

Note: Scores are divided into each test’s subtests. For the WAB-R, each subtest is used 
to calculate the Aphasia Quotient (AQ) where a score 51-75 indicates ‘Moderate’ 
aphasia and 76+ indicates mild aphasia. The PPT short form has two subtests: Words 
and Pictures. Each subtest has a maximum score of 26.  

 

Symbol Identification Task Stimuli 

This task required participants to match an animation to a target symbol (i.e., 

word, image) based on shared meaning. 35 simple video animations were created using 
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Adobe Animate. Animations were illustrations of shapes varying in type, size, number, 

and movement based on the Heider and Simmel animation (Heider & Simmel, 1944) 

designed to evoke implicit meaning from the viewer. Each animation was designed to 

convey a novel illustration of a concept (e.g. freedom, heavy, rejection) where meaning 

could be attributed to the shapes and their varying movements and activity. Thirty 

animations were produced as pairs where two animations depicted a single concept but 

show different activity, movement, and shapes. Five animations portray a concept, but do 

not have pair. This resulted in 20 concept exemplars across 35 animations (i.e., 15 pairs, 

5 independent). Animations were normed for name agreement and visual complexity (see 

Flurie et al., in press; for norming methods and further discussion).   

 

Symbols  

Symbol stimuli are 108 words and 108 images such that there are four images and 

four words per animation. Images: All images were generated using the Noun Project 

(Noun Project), a web resource comprised of a collection of more than 2 million curated 

symbols and icons. Images were selected so each animation had (1) a semantically-

matched target symbol, (2) a semantically-associated-to-animation foil, (3) a visually-

similar-to-animation foil, and (4) an unrelated foil. Selection criteria for each was as 

follows: (1) target symbol – must depict an icon for the animation concept or an object 

used to execute the concept, (2) semantically-associated foil – must not match the criteria 

for a target and must represent an attribute of the animation concept, (3) visually-similar 

to animation foil – must not match the criteria for a target and must have a physical 

feature corresponding to the animation, (4) unrelated foil – must not match the criteria for 
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any of the other foils. Words: Words were selected following the same criteria, except 

target words were generated from survey data. All targets and foil symbols were normed 

on a series of dimensions including name agreement, visual similarity (to animation), and 

visual complexity.  

Symbol Identification Task Procedures 

All participants performed the computer-based symbol matching task. After 

confirming their readiness, the task began with an instructions screen informing 

participants to “select the image or word that best represents the meaning of the 

animation.” These directions were simultaneously read aloud by the experimenter. Each 

experimental trial consisted of a five-second concept animation (repeated x3) followed by 

a fixation cross, followed by a display of four images or words presented in two 

randomized blocks, and a final fixation cross before the next trial began. Within each 

symbol array, symbols were of four conditions: a target, a semantically-associated foil, a 

visually-similar foil, and an unrelated foil. Figure 3-1 illustrates a single trial with the 

concept animation (left) presented first, followed by a symbol array (right). A participant 

would select a matching symbol with a mouse click. Procedures were the same for PWA 

with simple modifications as needed: the computer mouse was moved to the left side for 

SA1 to compensate for motor apraxia where he was then able to perform the task 

independently.  
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Figure 3-1. Trial in Image Block. Figure shows procedure for a single trial. First, the 

animation plays (x3). This is followed by a fixation cross to center participant gaze 

before selection. Here we see a symbol array of (clockwise) 1) target, 2) unrelated-

related foil, 3) visual foil, 4) semantically-related foil. A fixation for gaze centering is 

presented again before the next trial.  

   

Eyetracking Data Collection Procedures: 

We tracked eye movements using a remote, table-mounted infrared eyetracker 

(Eyelink 1000 Plus). Each participant’s head was held in a fixed position via chinrest at a 

distance of approximately 60 cm from a 24′′ LED monitor. We presented picture stimuli 

using SR Research’s software, Experiment Builder, and tracked movements of both eyes 

at a sampling rate of 120 Hz.  Patients were seated at a distance of 55–65 cm away from 

the computer monitor. All data collection was completed in a sound and light controlled 

booth. Data were acquired after each participant successfully completed 9-point 

calibration and validation procedures at two successive timepoints during the experiment. 
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The eyetracker uses a detection algorithm to define fixations and saccades. The 

algorithm’s primary event is fixations and generates information about saccades (i.e., eye 

movements) based on the fixations. A fixation event was defined as consecutive points 

having a maximum dispersion of 100px and a minimum duration of 80 ms. 

 

Results 

Behavioral Differences in Controls vs. Cases: Accuracy and Response Time 

In order to compare performances between controls and SA1 and SA2 separately, 

we utilized the Crawford-Garthwaite Bayesian test statistic (case vs. control) from the 

“psycho” package in R (Crawford & Garthwaite, 2007; Makowski, 2018). Behavioral 

performance was evaluated by using accuracy and response time (RT) as outcome 

measures, while eyetracking was used as a secondary measure to indicate online 

decision-making in trials. The Bayesian single case assessment indicated that SA1’s 

accuracy (Raw = 0.64, Z = -0.57, percentile = 28.42) was not significantly different from 

controls (M = 0.72, SD = 0.13, p p = 0.294). SA1’s accuracy was lower than 70.64% 

(95% CI [0.13, 0.50]) of the control population. For SA2, results suggested that SA2’s 

accuracy (Raw = 0.26, Z = -3.53, percentile = 0.02) was significantly different from the 

controls (M = 0.72, SD = 0.13, p p = 0.004), where SA2’s accuracy was lower than 

99.60% (95% CI [1.78e-12, 0.02]) of the control group.  

These results were consistent with case-control analysis within Image and Word 

blocks. For SA1, both word and image block accuracy means (Image: Raw = 0.51, Z = -

0.29, percentile = 38.65; Word: Raw = 0.77, Z = -0.88, percentile = 18.81) were not 

significantly different from controls (M = 0.57, SD = 0.21, p p = 0.368). For SA2, both 
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mean accuracies (Image: Raw = 0.27, Z = -1.48, percentile = 6.90; Word: Raw = 0.23, Z 

= -6.29, percentile = 1.60e-08) were significantly different from controls (M = 0.57, SD = 

0.21, p p = 0.368). For images, SA2’s accuracy was lower than 99.99% (95% CI [1.41e-

03, 0.25]) of the controls. For words, SA2’s score was lower than 99.99% (95% CI [0.00, 

9.21e-05]) of controls. Figure 3-2 shows accuracy scores for SA1 and SA2 within each 

block compared to controls. The Crawford-Garthwaite Bayesian test statistic (case vs. 

control) did not reveal differences between SA1 and SA2 and controls for RT.  

 

Figure 3-2. Task Accuracy for SA1 and SA2 vs. Controls 
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Behavioral Differences in Controls vs. Cases: Error Analysis 

To understand the strategies that SA1 and SA2 might be relying on in target 

selection, we conducted an analysis of errored responses and compared them to control’s 

errors using the Crawford-Garthwaite Bayesian test statistic (case vs. control).  Within 

the Image block, SA1’s (Raw = 12.00, Z = 2.47, percentile = 99.32) frequency of 

semantic foil selections was significantly different from controls (M = 3.90, SD = 3.28, p 

p = 0.022) and higher than 97.83% (95% CI [1.34e-08, 0.09]) of controls. SA2’s 

frequency of visual foil selections (Raw = 12.00, Z = 1.50, percentile = 93.34) was 

significantly different from controls (M = 6.60, SD = 3.60, p p = 0.094) and higher than 

90.61% (95% CI [1.74e-03, 0.24]) of controls. In the Word block, only SA2 achieved 

significant differences from controls in frequency of error selection. SA2’s frequency for 

each type of error (Semantic: Raw = 7.00, Z = 10.95, percentile = 100.00; Unrelated: 

Raw = 11.00, Z = 17.28, percentile = 100.00; Visual: Raw = 9.00, Z = 17.98, percentile = 

100.00) was significantly different from controls (Semantic: M = 1.10, SD = 0.54, p p < 

.00; Unrelated: M = 1.40, SD = 0.56, p p < .001; Visual: M = 2.30, SD = 0.37, p p < .001) 

and higher than 100.00% (95% CI [0.00, 0.00]) of the controls within each error type. 

Figure 3-3 illustrates differences between PWA and controls in each block.   
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Figure 3-3. Error Differences Between SA1 and SA2 vs. Controls. Contrast of error 

types (i.e., selection of foil as target) between PWA and controls. * indicates 

significant differences between patient and control group within given foil type. Lines 

indicate standard error of the mean for control group.  

 

Eyetracking Contrasts Between Controls and Cases 

We compared Dwell Time and Fixation Count between SA1, SA2 and controls 

using the Crawford-Garthwaite Bayesian test statistic (case vs. control). No significant 

differences were revealed between PWA and controls.  

 

General Discussion 

In this experiment we investigated a novel model of symbolic representation 

which suggests a symbolic deficit can present across symbol modalities (e.g., words, 
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images) while semantic knowledge remains intact. We utilized the Symbol Identification 

Task (Flurie et al., in press) in order to limit motoric demand and increase the likelihood 

that performance in the task is related to symbol processing aptitude and not co-

occurrence of stimuli (i.e., participants have seen these stimuli together before). We 

individually compared performances of two persons with aphasia (SA1, SA2) to a group 

of controls (N=10) in the Symbol Identification Task.  Both cases presented with mild-to-

moderate aphasia and largely intact semantic processing as indicated by the WAB and 

PPT scores. SA1’s overall accuracy was lower than 70% of controls; though significant 

differences within each block were not found. For Image trials where SA1 did error, he 

showed a significantly higher selection of semantic foils than controls. This suggests SA1 

is able to engage in higher order processing required for symbolic representation, but has 

some difficulty distinguishing between items that represent a concept vs. those that are 

related (i.e., co-occur) to a concept. In other words, SA1 may have difficulty 

distinguishing stimuli that are associated with a concept (e.g., prison & criminal) from 

those that represent a concept (e.g., prison & jail cell). 

SA2 showed lower performance than all controls in both blocks with about 25% 

accuracy in each (27% in the Image Block and 23% in the Word Block which were lower 

than all control accuracies). Provided SA2 showed significantly lower performance 

across symbol modalities, his presentation is consistent with a multimodal or central 

symbolic deficit. It cannot be fully ruled out that other factors may have reduced his 

performance. For example, other cognitive factors like attention and executive 

functioning difficulty could dictate performance in such a task. However, the impact of 

these factors is likely reduced provided SA2 completed the PPT Words and Pictures short 
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forms with relatively high accuracy (Pictures: 23/26, Words: 21/26). The PPT test 

follows a similar procedure to the Symbol Identification Task: participants are presented 

with a visual stimulus (word/image) and must then select a target in the presence of foil. 

SA2 also showed a significantly higher frequency of visual foil selections than controls in 

both Word and Image blocks, which could imply SA2 is relying more on visual similarity 

between concept animations and symbols to draw relationships. Thus, SA2 is not 

achieving the necessary higher-level cognitive strategy of relating stimuli by symbolic 

representation.  It is likely the case that many PWA are defined by a focal language 

impairment while others might have symbolic difficulty that persists in other modalities. 

This is seen in the context of this study where SA1 presents with a more classic aphasia 

profile and SA2’s performance could align with a central symbolic deficit across words 

and images  

Eyetracking measures did not reveal any differences between groups at any level. 

Each trial involved an array of four images or words with one target. In previous studies 

that utilized eyetracking to explore online decision-making in visual tasks, trials consisted 

of a single stimuli per trial (see Reilly et al., 2020; Ungrady et al., 2019). In these cases, 

researchers were able to show increased fixations for errored responses for individually 

presented images. It is possible the use of a forced-choice array reduces potential 

differences between stimuli, as all are presented at once.  

In all, these experiments shed light on the potential mechanisms involved in 

symbolic processing and the presentation of its deficits. This study provides early 

evidence for the potential that certain neurological conditions could have reduced 

symbolic representation across symbol modalities. There are a number of future 
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directions that could offer support for these findings. One fundamental direction would 

be exploring other neurological-constraints in symbol mapping and exploring symbolic 

performance within different profiles of PWA. Nevertheless, this study shows promising 

results for future research in symbolic cognition and how it can be uniquely impaired.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION OF ABSTRACT CONCEPTS USING THE 

N400 

Abstract 

The human ability to communicate requires an understanding that various 

symbols can be used to represent internal concepts and ideas. Humans interact with 

myriad symbol systems on a daily basis including words, objects, images, and others. 

Though symbols are central to human interaction, symbolic cognition and the processes 

that support the human ability to comprehend various symbols are not fully understood. 

EEG/ERP and the N400 potential have been utilized to explore the cognitive mechanisms 

that support semantic meaning across various symbol types (e.g., words, images). Here 

we employed a cross-modality investigation of symbol processing by measuring N400 

responses to video animations and paired symbols of various types. Participants viewed 

novel animations representing specific abstract concepts (e.g., heavy, freedom) followed 

by a string of symbol (i.e., words, images) targets and foils. The experiment was split into 

two blocks: a word block and image block. N400 potentials were recorded during 

presentations of words and images. Results indicated that word foils showed a 

significantly more negative going deflection compared to target words. Spatial-temporal 

analysis revealed hemispheric differences in N400 magnitudes. The left hemisphere 

showed significantly greater mismatch negativity, specifically in frontal-central electrode 

locations (e.g., FC1, C3). These results suggest verbal symbol processing may 

differentially rely on the left hemisphere compared to other symbol modalities for the 

same concepts.    
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Introduction 

Humans interact with various forms of symbols to communicate in our daily lives. 

Language may represent the most obvious and familiar symbol system, but other symbol 

modalities can also dictate our behavior and communicative interactions (Deacon, 2011). 

For example, the way we dress can indicate status, body language (e.g., crossed arms, eye 

contact) can indicate interest or dominance, and road signs indicate rules and hazards for 

drivers. Though our daily lives rely on navigating various symbolic modalities, we have 

only a limited understanding of the cognitive mechanisms that support symbolic 

representation in the human brain.   

Saussure (1916) offers one of the earliest theories on symbolic representation. 

Saussure proposes all symbolic relationships adhere to a bi-directional relationship that 

includes a signifier (e.g., word, icon) and something to be signified (e.g., a concept, or 

idea). We can understand words provided we understand a particular collection of 

phonemes (e.g., D-O-G) represents a concept (a barking, furry, tail-wagging pet). We can 

understand a ‘peace sign’ if we have learned this icon refers to the idea of ‘peace’ and 

‘togetherness’.  

EEG and event-related potentials (ERPs) have been used to investigate cognitive 

mechanisms that support semantic processing or ‘making meaning’ in the human brain by 

evaluating electrical potentials in response to stimuli pairs (e.g., words-words, words-

images). The N400 waveform has long been an indicator of semantic incongruence where 

a negative ERP is observed after an incongruent or unexpected stimulus (e.g., The 

barking animal is a CAT). The N400 has been shown to be sensitive to various stimuli 

forms including words (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Kutas & Hillyard, 1980), pictures 
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(Barrett & Rugg, 1990; Hurley et al., 2012; McPherson & Holcomb, 1999) and numbers 

(Fogelson et al., 2004; Polich, 1985).  

The N400 has also been observed in cross-modality investigation. For example, 

Fogelson (2004) showed N400 potentials for incongruent endings in sentences (e.g., He 

is writing a CHAIR) and number sequences (e.g., 9, 10, 11, 12, 74).  N400 potentials 

have also been detected in verbal/non-verbal pairs such as word-picture pairs (Hurley et 

al., 2012), and word-sound pairs of environmental sounds (e.g., bird singing) (Orgs et al., 

2006) and musical instruments (Koelsch et al., 2004). 

One outstanding question relates to the nature of the N400 and symbol processing 

with novel stimuli. The vast majority of cross-modality investigations in cognitive 

processing and the N400 have relied on co-occurring stimuli pairs; for example, word-

image pairs (e.g., Zebra image and word “zebra”) (Hurley et al., 2009, 2012) and word-

sound pairs (e.g., word “dog” and barking sound). In these cases, an individual can 

recognize congruence or incongruence in pairs simply by having previously experienced 

them together. One could select ‘amplifier’ as a match for ‘guitar’ because (1) they have 

seen them both in similar settings, or (2) because they have a shared concept category of 

‘musical equipment’. The former is likely the result of a simple conditioned association; 

similar to a salivating dog and a bell (see Pavlov, 2010) while the latter requires 

knowledge that these objects are representations of a particular category.   

One approach to circumvent reliance on conditioned associations between stimuli 

could involve the use of novel stimuli. Relating never-before-seen stimuli (i.e., 

animations) to words and images compels participants to select pairs based on 

representation, not familiarity. Heider and Simmel (1944) illustrated one of the earliest 
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examples of participant abilities to create meaning from a novel animation. Here, authors 

showed a black and white video of a large triangle moving toward a small triangle and 

circle. When asked to describe the animation, participants provided colorful narratives 

regarding the motivations, actions, and emotional dynamics of shapes (e.g., cautious, 

chasing, alone, bully).     

In order to explore cognitive processes related to symbol processing, we 

employed novel animations designed to represent specific concepts (i.e., heavy, freedom) 

to circumvent reliance on conditioned pairs. The aim of this study is to explore how 

different symbol modalities (i.e., word “heavy”, image: ‘picture of anvil’) are processed 

for a shared concept. How might N400 deflections differ between symbol targets and 

foils (i.e., word, images) following a presentation of a novel animation?   

 

Method 

Participants 

Participants (N=24; M/F=10/14) were recruited at Temple University and the 

Eleanor Saffran Center for Cognitive Neuroscience. Participants were college-age 

students (ages 18-25). All participants were right-handed and English-speaking from 

birth with no history of visual, language or neurological disorder.  

 

Stimuli 

Concept Animations 

34 animations were created using Adobe Animate. Animations were illustrations 

of shapes varying in type, size, number, and movement. Each animation was designed to 
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convey a novel illustration of a concept (e.g. heavy, rise, rejection) where meaning could 

be attributed to the shapes and their varying activity. As a result, all animations 

represented abstract concepts. Novel animations were implemented in order to remove 

the confound of co-occurrence between stimuli. Therefore, successful animation-to-

symbol pairing required implicit knowledge of concepts and symbolic representation as 

pairing could not be attributed to simple paired association. Most animations (N=30) 

were created as ‘conceptual pairs’ where two animations depicted a single concept, but 

had different shapes and activity. The remaining four animations depict a concept, but do 

not have a pair. This resulted in 20 concept exemplars across 34 animations. 

 

Symbol Images and Words  

Probe stimuli were 306 images and 306 words. Each animation prime was paired with 

nine image probes and nine word probes. Three types of probes were used: (1) a semantic 

match, (2) a semantic associate, (3) and mismatch of the animation. This resulted in each 

animation prime having three matches, mismatches, and associates per condition.   

Match words were generated from surveys of 50 participants via Amazon Mechanical 

Turk. Participants were asked to observe each animation and provide one word 

representing the meaning of the animation. The response of the highest frequency 

between participants was considered a match. To determine the remaining match words, 

WordNet, an online lexical database used to quantify semantic relationships of words, 

was used to determine relatedness (referred to as path length) (Pedersen et al., 2004) of 

the highest frequency word with other participant responses. Words with a path length of 

1, the highest relatedness value possible, were used. Authors generated associate words 
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using the University of Southern Florida Free association norms (Nelson et al., 2004). 

Associates were chosen that were not a synonym, antonym, or a conceptual match to the 

target. If the USF free association words did not meet these criteria for a given concept 

animation, a word was generated via consensus of authors following the differentiating 

criteria described below (See Image Probes). Authors also generated mismatch words 

following the differentiating criteria described below (See Image Probes)  

All images were generated using the Noun Project (Noun Project), a web resource 

comprised of a collection of more than 2 million curated symbols and icons. Authors 

chose match images for animations, which were confirmed during preliminary norming 

(see Animations and Image Norming below). Mismatch images were selected as (1) 

unrelated to animation prime, or (2) unrelated and visually similar to animation prime 

(see Animations and Image Norming below). In order to control for the effect of visual 

similarity to animations primes, images of both high and low similarity were selected in 

match and mismatch conditions. Visually similar associate images were not selected (few 

candidates were visually similar to animations in selection). Differentiating criteria for 

each condition were: An image was considered a conceptual match of the animation if the 

image met one of the following criteria: (1) was a sign for the action depicted in the 

animation (e.g. division sign for Divide animation), (2) depicted the action illustrated in 

the animation (e.g., arrow pointing up image for Rising animation, (3) depicted an object 

used to execute the action of the animation (e.g. vacuum image for Consume animation.)  

An image was considered a conceptual associate of the animation if the image did not fit 

the criteria for a match and was considered one or more of the following: (1) was a by-

product or result of the action illustrated in the animation (e.g. hurt image for fall 
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animation), (2) could be a recipient of the action illustrated in the animation (e.g. dog 

image for shelter animation), (3) could be a descriptive attribute of the animation 

(friendly image for Competition animation). An image was considered a conceptual 

mismatch of the animation if the image did not for the criteria for either a match or an 

associate.     

 

Animation and Image Norming  

Using Amazon Mechanical Turk, 35 animations and 306 images were normed by 

49 raters (M/F=36/16); mean age=37.0) via 5-point Likert scale survey on the following 

parameters: (1) visual similarity (animations to images), and (2) match image 

“representativity” (i.e. does this image represent this animation?), and (3) visual 

complexity (both animations and images). Visual similarity for match images (to 

animations) was M=2.67 (SD=.69), M=2.52 (SD=.76) for mismatch images, and 1.74 

(SD=.42) for associates. ANOVA indicated significant differences between conditions. 

Post-hoc analysis (Dunn’s T-test) showed significant differences between associates and 

matches (p<.001) and mismatch conditions (p<.001). Though, crucially no differences 

were indicated between match and mismatch conditions in visual similarity to animations 

(p=.35). Mean representativity of match images to animations was 3.3. Animations and 

images were eliminated if visual complexity mean Likert scale rating was >= 4.0. 1 

animation and 7 images were removed. These images were replaced with new images via 

author consensus regarding relative complexity.   
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EEG/ERP Symbol Matching Paradigm 

A counterbalanced, two-block design was implemented for ERP testing: an Image 

block and a Word block.  The following is a description of the Image block, with the only 

difference in the Word block being presentation of word probes. During ERP testing, 

stimuli was presented in the following order: (1) animation prime plays (x3, 15 seconds 

total) on the top 50% of screen, (2) animation prime dims (but continues to play on loop) 

as randomized presentation of image probes begins on bottom 50% of screen. There were 

nine image probes (3 matches, 3 mismatches, 3 associates) for each animation prime. 

Image probes were presented for 800 milliseconds each. Interstimulus time between 

probes was between 1000-1500 milliseconds. This procedure was repeated for each 

animation probe. The use of animation “dimming” was implemented to reduce working 

memory demand for participants. To control for attentional demand, participants were 

asked to press a button for image presentations with a red border. Presentations of 

“attention images” were a repetition of a previous image and were presented with a 1:9 

ratio compared to target images and were not used in analysis. Additionally, participants 

who pressed the button in less than 50% of presentations were excluded from analysis. 

The average experiment length was about 40 minutes. Participants were allowed up to 

four, 5-minute breaks.    
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Figure 4-1. Experiment Paradigm and EEG Array. Illustrates first three (of 10) words presented in 

single trial for animation ‘Competition’. (1) The animation plays three times on top half of screen, 

(2) animation dims and words are presented on bottom half of screen, (3) 1000-1500 ms 

interstimulus interval. Steps 2 and 3 repeat until all 10 words are shown. EEG channels for analysis 

are pictured in the upper right corner. 

 

ERP Analysis 

EEG was recorded from a 32-channel electrode montage using a Neuroelectrics 

StarStim R32 amplifier. Signals were acquired at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, with a 

bandpass filter from 0.1-100 Hz, and right mastoid reference (rereferenced offline to 

averaged mastoid channels). Electro-ocular artifacts were monitored using a Fp1 and Fp2 

electrode locations. Data was epoched from -100 to 800 ms relative to stimulus offset, 

and baseline corrected to -100 ms prestimulus interval. Epochs with electro-ocular 

artifacts were removed from analysis. Participants with greater than 50% data loss were 

removed from analysis. This resulted in 8 participants being removed. Remaining 

participants averaged 440 trials across both conditions contributing to ERPs. Analyses 

were based on average ERP amplitude from 350-550 ms post-probe onset across 12 
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predominantly central-parietal electrode locations (see Fig 4-1 above) utilized in previous 

investigations of image and word induced MMN (Hurley et al., 2009, 2012). The N400 

mismatch effect was evaluated using Linear-Mixed Effect Model [via “lme4” package in 

R (Bates et al., 2015)] contrasts between match, mismatch, and associate conditions with 

‘Subject’ entered as a random effect with a random intercept.  

Results 

ERP Responses in Image and Word Blocks 

 

We evaluated N400 potentials in Image and Word blocks separately. Differences 

between conditions were observed in both Word and Image blocks where mismatch 

stimuli achieved greater negative amplitudes than both Match and Associate stimuli. 

However, a significant mismatch effect was only found between conditions in the Word 

Block. Figure 4-2. illustrates average waveforms from 0 to 800 ms post stimulus onset for 

the three conditions. For Image Stimuli, a linear mixed-effects model did not show a 

main effect of condition, F(2, 30) = 0.45, p = .67, using Satterthwaite’s approximation. 

For Word stimuli, the linear mixed-effects model showed a main effect of condition, F(2, 

30) = 4.11, p = .026, using Satterthwaite’s approximation. This effect was such that 

mismatch stimuli experienced more negative responses (mean=-3.63) than match 

(mean=-2.4) and associate stimuli (-2.3). 
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Figure 4-2. N400 Potentials in Image and Word Blocks. This figure illustrates N400 

potentials for Image and Word blocks. Boxed areas highlight timespan analyzed (350-

550 ms). LME model showed a main effect of condition in the Word Block where 

Mismatch words had the most negative-going deflections.  

 

Contrasts between Left and Right Hemispheres 

In order to contrast N400 potentials in Left vs. Right Hemispheres we coded 

electrode channels by hemisphere location (Left: FC1, CP1, C3, P3, T7; Right: FC2, 

CP2, C4, P4, T8) and removed central electrodes (Cz, Pz) from analysis.  We then 

calculated average amplitudes for each electrode location between 350-550 ms and 

created MMN difference scores by subtracting average Mismatch Amplitude from 

average Match Amplitude and Associate Amplitude for each electrode location. This 

resulted in each electrode location having a ‘Mismatch minus Match’ and ‘Mismatch 

minus Associate’ score. A Linear Mixed-Effects Model contrasted scores by Hemisphere. 
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This model included a main effect of ‘Hemisphere’ with ‘electrode’ entered as a random 

effect with random intercept. We ran two models, one for Image stimuli and one for 

Word stimuli. For images, the LME model did not show a main effect of Hemisphere, 

F(1, 8) = 4.23, p = .07, using Satterthwaite’s approximation. However, the model for 

Word stimuli showed a main effect of Hemisphere, F(1, 18) = 5.32, p = .032, using 

Satterthwaite’s approximation. This effect was such that mismatch negativity was greater 

in the Left Hemisphere [(Mismatch-Match amplitude mean=-1.21), (Mismatch-Associate 

amplitude mean=-1.55)], than the Right hemisphere [(Mismatch-Match amplitude 

mean=-1.09), (Mismatch-Associate amplitude mean=-1.18)]. Figure 4-3 shows mismatch 

negativity averaged across Match and Associate conditions (i.e., collapsed across 

difference scores) by electrode.  
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Figure 4-3. Hemispheric Differences in MMN by Electrode 

Location. Plot illustrates average difference in mismatch 

negativity for each electrode location. Error bars represent 

SEM.  

 

The time course of the N400 mismatch effect was evaluated by analyzing ERP 

amplitudes between 350-550 ms using the Mass Univariate ERP Toolbox from 

OpenWetWare in MATLAB. We utilized a repeated measures, two-tailed permutation 

test based on the tmax statistic (Blair & Karniski, 1993) using a family-wise alpha level 

of 0.05. All 12-channels used in previous analysis were included in the test (i.e., 1212 

total comparisons). 2500 random within-participant permutations of the data were used to 
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estimate the distribution of the null hypothesis (i.e., no difference between conditions). 

Based on this estimate, critical t-scores of +/- 4.3018 (df=15) were derived. Differences 

in the data that exceeded this t-score were considered trustworthy. Significant differences 

from zero (significant corrected p-values are between 0.046400 and 0.011600) were 

indicated at the following time intervals and locations for ‘Mismatch minus Associate’ 

MMN: [(FC1: 414 ms, 416 ms, 418 ms, 420 ms, 432 ms, 434 ms, 436 ms 436 ms, 450 

ms), (C3: 416ms, 418 ms)]. Figure 4-4 illustrates topography of significant difference at 

each timepoint.  

 

Figure 4-4. Analysis of Electrode MMN across time. Topographic plots of 

significant N400 potentials by electrode location  
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General Discussion 

In an EEG/ERP study we evaluated symbolic processing across image and word 

symbol modalities. Participants viewed a novel animation depicting a specific abstract 

concept (e.g., heavy, freedom). After viewing an animation, we recorded N400 potentials 

in individuals as participants were presented with either a string of words or images. An 

N400 potential was recorded for each stimuli presentation. Within Image and Word 

blocks, visual stimuli included three conditions with unique relationships to the 

animation: a symbolic match, semantic associate, and mismatch. We compared N400 

potentials between these conditions within Image and Word blocks.  

Results indicated that mismatch stimuli experienced more negative-going 

deflections in both blocks than match and semantic associate deflections. However, 

significant differences between these three conditions were only identified in the Word 

block where mismatch deflections amplitudes (mean=-3.63) were about 1.2 uV more 

negative than targets (mean=-2.4) and semantic associates (mean= -2.3). These results 

suggest that, while word and image symbols may have some common processing 

mechanisms when drawing semantic relationships, they also have independent cortical 

resources associated with each. To further explore general spatial and time-course related 

differences in processing, we contrasted N400 potentials by hemisphere in Image and 

Word blocks separately. When comparing left vs. right hemispheres, greater mismatch 

negativity (i.e., increased negativity for mismatch stimuli) was found in the left 

hemisphere. These differences were driven predominantly by frontal-central locations 

FC1 and C3 at six timepoints from 414-452 milliseconds. No differences between 

hemispheres were indicated in the Image block. These findings imply that word symbol 
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processing might rely more on the left hemisphere for symbol processing, while images 

experience more bilateral processing. Though, it is also possible that because mismatch 

negativity was less exaggerated in the Image block, we were not able to identify 

differences between hemispheres and individual channel contributions to processing. 

It is important to also mention that there were no significant differences in N400 

magnitudes between match and semantic associate conditions. This is consistent with the 

long-running perspective that the N400 is sensitive to semantic incongruence since both 

matches and semantic associates are semantically related to animations. However, this 

finding might elucidate the N400 potential’s inability to reveal differences between types 

of semantic relationships. Match stimuli in the experiment were meant to represent the 

animation (e.g., animation for consume, match word: ‘consume’), while semantic 

associates were meant to simply relate to the animation (e.g., animation for consume, 

semantic associate word: ‘full’). Thus, only match stimuli were meant to carry the same 

meaning as the animations, while semantic associates generally indicated paired 

associations (i.e., they have been previously experienced in a similar context as the 

animation concept). The N400 might be agnostic to types of semantic relationships, 

where any kind of semantic relationship between stimuli pairs results in relatively low 

MMN compared to mismatches. Future work is needed to explore semantic relationships 

within the N400.  

The goal of this study was to explore the role of the N400 in symbolic 

representation by exploring semantic meaning across symbol modalities (e.g., words, 

images) for shared concept animations. It appears the N400 is able to identify symbolic 

relationships between novel stimuli and matching symbols such that word symbols might 
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rely more on left hemisphere activation more than image symbols. More work is needed 

to uncover the cognitive processes associated with symbol processing and EEG/ERP. 

Nevertheless, these results are encouraging for future inquiry into the role of the N400 

and symbolic cognition.   
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OVERALL DISCUSSION  

 Humans are able to flexibly engage with a variety of symbols in daily life. 

Language is perhaps the most familiar and prevalent symbol system, but various non-

verbal symbol forms also support communication from clothing indicating social status to 

body language and gesture signifying emotional state (e.g., avoiding eye contact, giving 

the middle finger). While the ability to use and process symbols may be vital for human 

communication (Deacon, 1998), there is much to be learned about symbolic cognition. 

The cognitive processes that support symbolic representation, and how these processes 

can be impaired remains relatively unknown. Here, a novel model of symbolic 

representation was introduced which hypothesized the neurological constraints of symbol 

processing.  That is, symbols and their corresponding referents are stored within 

neuroanatomically remote regions of the human brain and referent-symbol mapping 

requires symbolic integration of signs via the temporoparietal junction (TPJ). In this 

view, the TPJ is implicated across disparate symbol modalities (e.g., words, images), and 

an impairment in recognizing and using symbols (i.e., asymbolia) should be consistent 

across symbol modalities, while referent knowledge (i.e., semantic memory) remains 

largely preserved.  

The overarching aims of the current studies were to test this model by: (1) 

developing an experimental paradigm which addresses open challenges in evaluating 

symbolic representation, and (2) gleaning converging evidence from neurotypical adults 

and persons with aphasia (PWA). Chapter 1 details the procedures for developing and 

norming an open-source toolkit to assess symbolic representation, which includes the 

Symbol Identification Task used in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. Chapter 2 describes the use of 
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this task to evaluate symbolic representation in neurotypical adults undergoing inhibitory 

stimulation (i.e., cathodal tDCS) of the TPJ.  Chapter 3 uses this task to evaluate two 

cases of aphasia. The study detailed in Chapter 4 sought to focally investigate the spatial-

temporal correlates of symbolic representation by recording EEG/ERP during a modified 

Symbol Identification Task.  

Two open challenges were addressed when developing the open source toolkit 

and the Symbol Identification Task. These included mitigating participant’s abilities to 

rely on paired associate learning (PAL) when matching stimuli pairs, and controlling for 

motoric demand across symbol modalities. The Symbol Identification task involved 

matching novel animations representing specific abstract concepts (e.g., a rectangle 

bending under the implied weight of a large square denotes ‘heaviness’) to verbal and 

non-verbal symbols (i.e., words, images). Novel animations were utilized to inhibit PAL 

(i.e., previous experience with stimuli pairs) when matching to words and images. 

Controlling motoric demand was supported by using word and image symbols in a 

computer-based task where recognition and selection of all animation-symbol pairs 

required the same, minimal motoric demand. After creating the toolkit, stimuli were 

subject to a series of norming procedures via survey data. Results showed target selection 

of animation-image and animation-word pairs achieved a mean accuracy of about 80% 

and 95%, respectively. These accuracies were far above chance (i.e., 25% in a forced 

choice array including three foils), demonstrating the ability for neurotypical adults to 

draw relationships between never-before-seen concept animations and disparate symbol 

modalities.  
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Cognitive Mechanisms in Referent-Symbol Mapping 

The proposed model of symbolic representation was explicitly investigated in 

Chapters 2, 3 and 4. In Chapter 2, a group of neurotypical adults were subject to 

inhibitory-tDCS targeting the TPJ (cathodal-tDCS) or sham-tDCS (i.e., no tDCS). 

Pre/post results showed sham-tDCS participants improved matching accuracy 

significantly more than the inhibitory-tDCS group. Prior to tDCS, there were no 

differences in matching accuracy between groups, suggesting reduced improvement in 

the inhibitory-tDCS group was likely a result of neurostimulation downregulating cortical 

regions of the TPJ. These findings directly align with the hypothesis that the TPJ has a 

central role in mapping between symbols and referent knowledge. It is important to note, 

however, that these results were predominantly driven by animation-image pairs. Sham-

tDCS matching accuracy was 12.1% higher than the inhibitory-tDCS group for 

animation-image pairs, but only 1.4% higher for animation-word pairs. One possibility is 

the TPJ is an integral region for referent-symbol mapping across symbol modalities, but 

achieves greater dominance when processing image symbols.   

Chapter 4 also outlines differences between word and image symbol modalities 

by exploring spatial-temporal aspects of symbol mapping. In a modified Symbol 

Identification Task, participants passively observed a concept animation followed by a 

string of targets and foils. N400 mismatch negativity (MMN) was recorded as 

participants observed symbols in separate Word and Image blocks. In the Word block, 

significantly higher negative-going deflections were observed for mismatch foils vs. 

target and semantically-associated words. Results further revealed left lateralized 

processing of word symbols as indicated by greater MMN in left-hemisphere electrodes 
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with significantly higher activation in C3 and FC1 (both frontal-central electrodes). No 

hemispheric differences were revealed in the Image block. Taken together, these results 

suggest word symbol processing is achieved with greater reliance on the left hemisphere.  

With consideration of Chapter 2 findings, there is converging evidence for 

hemispheric differences in processing of different symbol modalities. The bilateral tDCS 

montage used in Chapter 2 showed a greater difference between groups (i.e., sham- vs. 

inhibitory-tDCS) in the Image block than the Word block. One possibility is that image 

symbols are processed more bilaterally, and thus, show a larger inhibitory effect than 

word symbols when a bilateral TPJ montage is utilized. Although the TPJ appears to play 

a role across symbol modalities, word symbols might achieve processing via regions of 

the left TPJ in conjunction with frontal-central areas of the cortex. These finding grossly 

align with previous neurocognitive literature identifying the language network of the 

brain across posterior frontal and temporoparietal regions of the cortex (Friederici & 

Gierhan, 2013; Papathanassiou et al., 2000).  

   
Presentation of Impairments in Symbolic Representation 

 
 The proposed model hypothesizes that symbols and their referents are stored in 

neuroanatomically distinct regions of the human brain. This suggests referent knowledge 

(i.e., semantic memory) can be preserved with reduced symbol processing abilities. 

Further, this implies an impairment should persist across symbol modalities (words, 

images) in order to classify as a symbolic disorder (i.e., asymbolia). Chapters 3 provided 

two case studies of aphasia (referred to as SA1, SA2) to explore how impairments might 

persist across modalities when controlling for motoric demand and reliance on paired 

association. Both participants completed the Symbol Identification Task and an offline 
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neuropsychological battery. Participants presented with mild-to-moderate aphasia (as 

indicated by WAB-R) and intact semantic processing (as indicated by PPT-Words, PPT-

Pictures). SA1’s accuracy in the Symbol Identification Task was not significantly 

different from a group of age-matched controls. SA2’s accuracy, however, was 23% in 

the Word block and 27% in the Image block; significantly lower than age-matched 

controls. Further analysis of SA2 revealed a significantly higher selection of visually-

similar foils (vs. semantic and unrelated foils) on errored trials. A consistent selection of 

pairs based on physical similarity to one another suggests SA2 is not engaging internal 

representations of stimuli, but rather low-level external similarities. Taken together, 

SA2’s presentation is consistent with a symbolic impairment. SA2 showed equally 

impaired performance across symbol modalities, while his semantic knowledge was 

largely preserved. An oppositional perspective might propose SA2’s performance was 

reduced due to the executive demand of the task. However, the PPT-Words and PPT-

Pictures task is comparable to the Symbol Identification Task in that both paradigms 

involve selecting a word or image from an array of targets and foils. Thus, SA2’s ability 

to complete the PPT-Words and PPT-Pictures not only demonstrates intact semantic 

knowledge, but sufficient executive demand required for the Symbol Identification Task.  

  It is important to note that SA1 and SA2 showed stark contrasts in performance 

on the Symbol Identification Task. It is likely that some, but not all PWA, show behavior 

consistent with asymbolia. In this view, many PWA are appropriately described with a 

focused lexical impairment. It is imperative for future work to elucidate the prevalence of 

asymbolia in PWA. It is plausible that a subset of PWA have asymbolia, yet 

contemporary communicative interventions target only lexical performance.   
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Limitations and Future Work 

The research described here provides some principal insights regarding the 

cognitive mechanisms of symbolic representation and how they can be impaired. 

However, there are a few limitations that can be resolved in future investigations. 

Chapters 4 revealed distinct hemispheric roles between word and image symbols where 

word symbols achieved a more left lateralized pattern than image symbols. It is difficult 

to discern how much this activation pattern specifically reflects symbolic processing vs. 

general semantic processing. While mismatch negativity was greatest for mismatch 

stimuli, there were no differences between symbol targets and semantic associates. In 

other words, the N400 in this task was not sensitive to differences between symbols (i.e., 

animation for fall, word: ‘fall’) and semantically-associated stimuli (i.e., animation for 

fall, word: ‘hurt’) that could be supported by paired association. It is possible then that 

the N400 is not sensitive to different types of semantic relationships (e.g., paired 

association, symbolic), and is only able to identify if a stimulus is semantically-related or 

not. Chapter 4 highlights the capacity for N400 potentials to indicate semantic 

relationships between novel animations and multiple symbol modalities, but future work 

should investigate the types of semantic relationships that can be evoked by the N400 

using various symbols.    

Another topic for future work is understanding the role of asymbolia in 

communicative impairments. Here, SA2 showed deficits in symbolic knowledge 

consistent with asymbolia, but it is unknown how his profile corresponds to other 

individual’s with aphasia and communicative disorder populations. It is presently 

unknown how common SA2’s presentation is in other PWA. A comprehensive evaluation 
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of an expanded pool of PWA could support examination into asymbolia in different 

subtypes and severities of post-stroke aphasia. One possibility is subtypes associated with 

more posterior infarcts (e.g., Wernicke’s aphasia) around the TPJ are more likely to 

present with asymbolia. It would be valuable also to explore populations who might be 

experiencing non-verbal symbol impairments, like poor ability to interpret body language 

and gestures in Autism Spectrum Disorder (Humphreys et al., 2007; Song & Hakoda, 

2018) and social cues in traumatic brain injury (Bond & Godfrey, 1997; Coelho et al., 

2002). The extent to which an impairment in any non-verbal modality could persist 

across other symbol types remain mostly unknown.   

 

Conclusion 

 An enhanced understanding of symbolic thinking and its impairment could lead to 

a greater understanding of the etiology of specific forms of aphasia, and other 

communication disorders. The current research sought to address previous challenges in 

evaluating symbolic representation. Across four chapters, a neurologically-constrained 

model of symbolic representation was introduced and evaluated using a novel paradigm, 

the Symbol Identification Task. Findings in neurotypical adults suggested reduced 

activity in the TPJ results in poorer performance in symbol-based tasks. Though the TPJ 

may be involved across symbol modalities, there appears to be some differences in the 

processing of word and image symbols where words achieve a more left-lateralized 

activation recruiting frontal-central resources of the cortex. In a case of chronic aphasia, 

SA2, performed with significantly lower accuracy than age-matched controls across word 

and image symbol types with relatively preserved semantic functioning. These results are 
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consistent with asymbolia, where an impairment should present across symbol modalities 

while semantic memory remains generally intact.  

 This research shows encouraging evidence for the model and the utility of 

SymCog, the open-source toolkit that includes the Symbol Identification Task. However, 

this work is largely preliminary in nature. The goal of these studies was to explore 

foundational hypotheses proposed by the model: the TPJ supports referent-symbol 

mapping, and a global symbolic impairment should present across symbol modalities 

with preserved semantic processing. While these propositions were supported, the mental 

processing required for symbolic cognition remains mostly a black box.    

A number of populations with communicative disorders are characterized by 

impairments in verbal and non-verbal symbol modalities. How these deficits relate to one 

another and symbolic cognition at large is not well understood. Uncovering the cognitive 

processes involved in symbolic thinking is a daunting task, but the findings and resources 

described here can help guide future work. This information may in turn improve our 

ability to specifically treat various populations with communication disorders.   
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